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HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, IkENTUCKY. FRIDAY, JULY 3 1908

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.

Arrested on Pond River.

EQUITY DAY MONDAY

I July 4 being a national holiday,
I the post office will be closed. except
I from 9:30 to 10:30. The city mail
I oitrriers will make one delivery, but
tie rural cariers will have an allrest.

PARALYSIS VICTIM

Bob Morris, a white man, was arrested yesterday on Pond River and
was taken to Elkton this morning
LARGE CROWD OF FARMERS WILL
by Deputy Sheriff John Boyd, on
ATTEND MEETING
warrants tl,at had been,. issued for B. 0. TRIBBLE DIES IN SINKING
him in that county.
FORK VICINITY.

Will be Here to Address
The People.

P
Unless all signs fail Hopkinsville
will be full of farmers from all over
this end of the state next Monday.
the occasion being the big rally
which is to be held at that time by
the Society of Equity, and which
was announced sometime ago. This
is the first time that the Society o
Equity has ever sent any of its highest officials and best orators here
and there is a general interest to
hear the message they will bring.
The speakers will be no less important personages in the Equity move
ment than Cicero M. Barnett, national president, ex-senator Campbell.
Cantrell, state president, and E. L
Davenport, president of the tobacco
department,
All of these men have been identifled with the Society of Equity for
years and each one is a speaker of
ability. Former senator Cantrell
has made speeches all over the central and eastern part of the state
which has been widely published
and commented on, but this will be
his first visit to Hopkinsville.
e.
Cicero Barnett is a native of Kentucky and citizen of Hartford and
only last winter he refused the position of state fire marshal in order to
remain at the head of the farmers'
organization.
The speaking will begin at 10
o'clock in the morning of that day
and will continue throughout the
afternoon and evening. The meeting will be held in the circuit courtroom. It is said that the speakers
,-,: ezelP411- give*(WW1 historysd the o.elety and of its purposes and plans
for the future.
In Christtan county the Society of
Equity has a good organization in
the northern portion of the county,
'Squire H. C. Helesley, of Haley's
Kill, being county president. They
have never extended their organize{
tiou into the southern portion of the
county, and their membership is
nothing like as large as that of the
Planters Protective association.
Next Monday will also be the regolar monthly meeting of the Chris10 tian county executive committee of
the Planters Protective association.
andChairman Radford has announced that his committee will meet at
the courthouse at 8:30 a. m., so as to
get through with their business before the Society of Equity meeting
begins.
_
_

Anderson's Store
open all day July
4th,

LONG LANDS JOB
FRANKFORT, Ky., July 2.Thomas 0. Long, of Earlingten, was
today appointed :assistant mine inspector of Kentucky. His territory
will comprise the counties of Hopkins, Christian, Webster, Henderson and Union, in which there are
now about 70 mines in operation.

I

of the

FARMERS AND
MERCHANTS BANK

rwo Farms for Sale.

The Leading Officials of The Society

\

Quarterly Report

Pembroke, Ky.,
7
Seventy-Three Years of Age And a .
nt the close of business June 30, 1908
Well-Known and Useful West
i
RESOURCES.
Christian Citizen.
$133,924.08
oans and discounts
verdrafts unsecured
346.77
ue from National Banks.. $11,250.80
ue from State
(From Thursday's Daily.)
Banks and
Bankers
B. 0. Tribble, a prominent West
ue from Trust
Christian farmer, is dead at his
Companies....
48.07
11,298.87
home in the Sinking Fork neighboranking h.
and lot.. . 23,000.00
hood. About three months ago, Mr. rouse
pecie.
$1,436.28
Tribble sustained a stroke of paraly- urrency
3.326.00
sis. The disease was of a progresz'
4,762.28
156.40
sive character and it ended his life F,xchange for Clearings. ..
Other
items
carried
as
cash
137.36
last night at ten o'clock.
Furniture and Fixtures .. 4,500.00
The deceased was a highly respect.:
ed and useful citizen and his death
Total
$178,125.76
causes much sorrow. He was:sevenLIABILITIES.
CONDENSED STATEMENT
ty-three years of age. Mr. Tibble Capital stock paid in, in
of the condition of the
cash
$ 40,000.00
was a member of the Christian
Surplus
10,000.00
church and was particularly active
Undivided profits
18.86
in religious and charitable work. He Deposits subject
at the Close of Business
is survived by his ;widow :and six to check (on which
June 304 1908.
children. Funeral services will be interest is n o t
RESOURCES.
$71,404.83
held this afternoon at the late resi- rid)
me certificates
$335,187.43
Loans and Discounts
2300.00 dence and the remains will be inter- of deposit(on
Banking House
53,500.00red in the family burying grounds. which interest is
Stocks and Bonds
paid)
17,700.86
Cash and Sight Exchange. 84,248.99
Savings deposits
o(on which interest
i495,936.42
4,954.57
paid).•
LIABILI FIES.
94,060.26
$100,000.
'Due State Banks
Capital Stock.
9,001.87
and Bankers
Surplus Fund.
36,000.00
Bills re-discounted
Undivided Profits
419.98
. 23
"
1,644
400...00
Unpaid dividends
0
77
0
Due Depositors
305,966.73
Premium account
Due Other Banks
49.169.71
178,125.76
Dividends Unpaid
380.00
Dividend No. 86, this day
4,000.00
SUPPLEMENTARY.
Highest amount of indebtedness
$495,936.42
of any stock holder,person company
f
:
(including
0r flr :hien tililaehilliribyiloift yticlie
e
o
o
r firm
p tiny
4. E. McPHERSON,
Cashier.
individual members thereof) direct._ ..._. -ly or indirectly, if such indebtedness
ceeds 20 per cent. of capital sloe
.- - .........e., ; ., . .
ctually Vatd in, sniff skttral amdtt
.
None
of surplus of that bank
Highest amount of indebtedness bf
any director or officer, if amount of
said indebtedness exceeds 10 per
f
konoe
cent. of paid up capital stocx
bank
f
o.
d nienscsi ud
fniyn bgem
llin
T
en
ot
m poa
s
ao
or
anDyopeesr
ing in the liability of the company or
firm the lia,bility of the individual
members thereof, exceed 30 per cent.
of the paid up capital and
1
3
No
actulsrp
Amount of last dividend. .,$1,400.00
Were all expenses. losses, interest
and taxes deducted therefrom before
declaring dividend,and was not less
than10 per ct.of the net profits of the
bank for the period covered by the
dividend carried to the surplus fund
before ,said dividend was declared
Y-es
State of Kentucky,
County of Christian.
J. Vv. Cross, cashier of the Farmers & Merchants Bank. a bank located and doiribusiness in the town
of Pembroke, y., in said county,
being duly sworn, says the foregoing
report is in all respects a true statement of the condition of the said
Was the lucky day for cash purchasers
bank at the close of business on the
day of June 1908, to the
30th
at Cooper's Grocery. That's the date
best of his knowledge and belief, and
further says that the business of
the envelope contained; brind in your
said bank has been transacted at the
location named, and not elsewhere;
tickets any time from the 2nd to 16th
and the report is made in compliance with the official notice received
inclusive and have them cashPd.Spend
from the Secretary of State designathe 30th day of June, 1908,
yourcashting
with
h us, we make a strong
s
as
hatlhlebedm
ay
ade
o.n which such report

4

I will sell at public auction, if not
sold before, at the court house door,
on July 6th at 11 o'clock, a place
near Bolivar, adjo;ning lands of Dr.
Austin Bell, consisting of 270 acres.
Also the north end of Oak Grove
place, known as the Noleychucky
place, consisting of 275 acres, about
110 of this place fresh land.
Either of the places will be (livided to suit purchaser.
Terms-One-third cash, balance
in one and two years.
UPSHAW BUCKNER,
Executor of Mrs. Sarah Buckner,
d3t wit
deceased.

BANK OF HOPKINSVILL E
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Anderson s
Store Open
All Day
July 4
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NIA)CK.Y ?

YES, FOR Us.
NO, FOR YOI.J.

Saturday, June 13

bid for it.

J. W. Cross, Cashier.
R. T. Chilton,Director.
J. J. Garrott, Director.
T. D. Jamison, Director.
Subscribed and sworn to before
me by J. W., Cross the 1st day of
July, 1908.
J. H. Pendleton, N. P.

W T Cooper& Co.
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now are: George W. Ris• tine, president, Geo. A. Clark, general manager; L. F. Lonebladh, chief engt:
neer; T.A.Rousseau, general freight
and passenger agent; J. J. Clark,
master mechanic; E. M. Carter, suNOW TrIAT T. C. HAS REVERTED Pervisor of bridges and buildings;
J. J. Prince, track supervisor, west,TO ITS OWNERS.
ern division; Geo. Jenkins, track
supervisor, eastern division ;Thomas
Walsh, track supervisor, from
(
m
3ocockuelvein11,esuperisor
to Emory Gap;
Change Is Made Without a Hitch And
works,
of water I
: W
Nashville to Harriman; Charles
Trains Are Running as
Sanders, general agent; S. W.
Usual.
Fordyce, Jr., general counsel, and
W. D. Witherspoon, assistant gent
eral counsel.
(From Wednesday's Daily)
. Yesterday au the passenger equipToday it is the Tennessee !Central ment of the Tennessee Central was
and the Southern and Illinois Central returned to its lines, and as fast as
the freight equirriont can be brought
no longer operate into Nashville.The in it will be repainted and relettered.
change took place at midnight last The freight cars have been taken
night, but everything is working over wherever they are, thoughout
along as smoothly as if there had the country, and it will take some
little time to get the all back again.
been none. The original owners took
up the operation of the road without
Spending a few days in Washinea single hitch, and Hopkinsville will ton are Mr. Poet Wheeler, second
continue to have the same service, secretary of the American legation
rates and schedules, both freight at Tokio, and his wife, formerly
and passenger, as she had before the Miss Hallie Ermine Rives, the Kenroad was released by the Southern tucky novelist.-Washington corand I. C.
respondence Louisville CourierThe men that are operating the road Journal.
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A Recard-Breakind

Summer Sale
Buggies! Buggies!
Buggies!
,The thittga
eo
are interested in NOW are goods at
r g prices. NN
1,11 ITatcheci.in any market
in the state-bought in four bonse quantities expressly for this sale
and offered at prices deliberately figured to BUY JULY BUSINESS. We will, beginning July 1st, 1908, offer for CASH the
most compietv line of vehicles ever shown by any retail housenothing old-all new styles.

We Will Sell Good Runabouts, Steel Tire,
Guaranteed, at $26.85 to $45
Top Buddies, $56.25
Down to
Two-in-One, Top, Rubber;$K7 lom
U I.0i)
Tire, at
Canopy Top Stick Seat
Surrey, at
Cut-Under Surrey
at.

$37.15

$58.25
$63.75

We have the finest line ofiStanhopes ever shown in the city at
from $63.00 to $140.00. These prices are lowest ever offered. All
goods guaranteed. Come and let us show you through this line
vehicles.

F.A.Yost Co.
Incorporated.
Yee'lliiirWititiVe'll'ir*
,
.:::,
..14,141/.41/A.W.I/RIA11:0/1.W.40/1.41.01V/11////4,14+01WWW

READY FOR YOUR VACATION?
We are ready for the vacation season with a great line of Trunks, Suit Cases and Hand Bags.
Steamer Trunks from 32 to 42 inches long, just the thing for short trips, at $4.00 to $17.50.
Regular trunks, 30 to 40 inches, at $5.00 to $25.00
Russia Leather Bags, black and tan, all sizes, $3.00 to $25.00
Suit cases at $1.50 for imitation leather to $5.00 for genuine cow leather up to 15.00 for the finest
Railroad Fares
Paid

H. Anderson

Co

Electric Fans
Everywhere
4:004
,
400'.7/0:41//l.-

7
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BOY SCRATCHED
DAY AND NIGHT
Eczema Began When a Tiny Baby
and Lasted 7 Years—Tore Crusts
from Face Till It was All Raw—
Screamed with Pain and Could not
Sleep—Though Specialists Failed

CUTICURA EFFECTED
A WONDERFUL CURE
"When my little boy was six weeks
old an eruption broke out on his face.
I took him to a doctor and got ointments
and medicines but his
face kept on getting
worse until it got so
bad that no one could
look at him. His
whole face was one
crust and must have
been very painful.
He scratched day and
night until his face
sometimes looked like
a raw piece of meat.
I was nearly insane
with his scratching
day and night. Then I took him to
all the best specialists in skin diseases
but they could not do much for him.
He sometimes screamed with pain
when I put on the salve they gave me.
"When he was two years old the
eczema got on his arms and legs so
that I had to keep them bandaged up
and I made gloves for his hands so the
nails could not poison him worse. We
could not get a night's sleep in months
and my husband and I were all broken
up. Then my mother asked why I
did not give up the doctors and try
Cuticura. So I got a set and he felt
relieved the first time I used them,
the Cuticura Ointment felt so cool.
He used to wake up and ask for Cuticum to be put on when he itched so
badly that he could not sleep, and he
would say, 'Oh! Mama, that makes
my sores feel so good!' I gave the
Cuticura Remedies a good trial and
gradually the eczema healed all up
and now he is as well as any other children. He is now seven years old and
the cure has lasted two months, so I
think it will never return. I can't
tell you how glad I am that Cuticura
did such wonderful work in our case
and I shall recommend it everywhere.
Mrs. John G. Klumpp, 80 Niagara St.,
Newark, N. J., Oct. 17 and 22, 1907."
single set of Cuticura Remedies, consisting of
Cn,ticura Soap (25c.). Ointment (50c ), and Resolvellit (50c.). or Pills (25e per vial of 60). is often
Potter
surelent to cure. Sold throughout the world
Drug & Chem. Corp.. Sole Props • Boston. Niftg-,
Diseases.
Skin
on
Book
Cuticura
ertfalled Free.
- --

COOD

031110

Draeghon gives contracts, backed by chain
tif 30 Colleges. $300,000.00 capital, and IS
years' success, to secure _positions under

NEGROES ADVISED
TO VOTE DEMOCRATIC TICKET
FOR PRESIDENT.

League Gives Out

Political Equality

Statement.—Use of Balance
of Power Only Way.

CHICAGO, June 26.—The American Negro Political Equality league
Is out in a statement advising the
negroes to vote the Democratic
ticket. J. G. Woods, its president,
said. "The laws that are enacted
against our racelin the south are not
passed because the Democrats are
in power. If the southern negroes
were brought north into the strongholds of Republicanism, the same
If the
laws would be :enacted.
northern white men were moved
south they would keep the laws in
force.
"All this talkrabout the Republicans freeing us is bosh. The north
objected to slavery because northern
free, labor could not compete with
it. The war was :fought against
secession—not to free the slaves.
There werefas, many Democrats in
the northern ;:army as there were
Republicans. How many congressmen has this:party, which dominates
the north and which says it loves
us, given us iinIthe forty years we
have voted it to victory? Not one.
All of the negro congressmen that
ever sat in:L Washington came from
the south.
"There is just one way for the
negro tolgetthis rights and that is to
use the balance; of power that God
has given him in these northern
states regardless of party. If we
put.ithe Republican party out of
business good this fall it may not dc
us any immediate good. But •oti
can bet that four years from now
the Republican party will be around
wanting to deo business with us. And
what is more, if we can show the
Democrats that we have put them
into power, these same Democrats
will be mighty tender of our feelings
in order to keep in power."
•

reRSOnable conditions or refund tuition.

BOOKKEEPING Amers,nigin IT SAVED MY LIFE.

accepting hi:
position, concede that he teaches more
kkeepIng in THREE months than they
do in SIX. Draughon can convince YOU.
th
pnrreasstDf the

C

SHORTHAND

WRITES ECZEMA PATIENT.

States

CourtReporters
write the system of Shorthand Draughon
teaslies, because they know It is THE BEST.
FOR FREE CATALOGUE and booklet "Why
Learn Telegraphy?" which explain all, car
)11 or write JNO. P. DRAUGHON,President

Sufferer

Bed -Ridden

A Woman's Back
Has many aches and pitins caused by
weaknesses and falling, or other displacement, et the pelvic organs. Other symptoms of female wealiness are frequent
headache, dizziness, imaginary speci4 or
dark spots floating before the eyes, gnawing sensation in stoniach, dragging or
bearing down in lower abdominal or pelvic
region, disagreeable drains from pelvic
organs,faint spells with general weakness.
If any considerable number of the above
symptoms are present there is no remedy
ive quicker relief or a more per.
that w
than Dr. Pierce's Favorite
ma
t has a record of over forty
Pre
it Is the mo_scpotent
years of cu
oratiriz tonic and strengiiin ng netical scie ce.t is made
v• e nown
of fhe g yceric extracts o na ve medicinal roots found in our forests and contains not a drop of alcohol or harmful, or
habit-forming drugs. Its ingredients are
all printed on the bottle-wrapper and attested under oath as correct.
Every ingredient entering into "Favorite Prescription" has the written endorsement of the most eminent medical
writers of all the several schools of practice—more valuable than any amount of
non-professional testimonials—though the
latter are not lacking, having been contributed voluntarily by grateful patients
In numbers to exceed the endorsements
given to any other medicine extant for
the cure of woman's ills.
You cannot afford to accept any medicine
of unknown composition as a substitute
for this well proven remedy OF KNOWN
COMPOSITION,even though the dealer may
make a little more profit thereby. Your
Interest in regaining health is paramount
to any selfish interest of his and it is an
insult to your intelligence for him to try
to palm off upon you a substitute. You
know what you want and it is his busts
ness to supply the article called for.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the
original "Little Liver Pills" first put up
by old Dr. Pierce 3ver forty years ago,
much imitated but never equaled. Little
sugar-coated granules.—easy to take as
_esuld v.

From Day to Day
The delightful music Lebkuecher's
band has been furnishing this year
at important social and public events
stamps that organization as one of
the best bands in Kentucky. Flopkinsville has a right to be proud of
it. It has been repeatedly suggested
that arrangements should be made
for weekly band concerts during the
remainder of he summer. Mr. Lebkeucher, if a movement of this sort
meeta with encouragement, will secure accomplished soloists and, with
his band thus augmented, will be
able to give programs that will
There are very
please all tastes.
few cities in Kentucky that can
boast of so excellent an institution
as Lebkuecher's band, and the opportunity to contribute to its permanent establishment, and at the same
time to afford the people of the com'nullity fine musical treats on these
hot summer nights, should be regarded by good citizens as a duty
and a pleasure.

Completely

And many other painful
ailments from which most
aiothers suffer, can be avoidSI
ed by using Mother's Friend.
This remedy is a God-send to
expectant mothers, carrying
IS REMOVED FROM OFFICE BY
them through the critical
AVE
PRESIDNT ROOSEVELT
ordeal with safety. No woman who uses Mother's Friend need
fear the suffering incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its dread
and insures safety to life of mother and child, leaving her in a
condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is also
Supervisor of Steam Vessels at Cinhealthy, strong and good
cinnati.- Formerly a Prominent
natured.

MAJOR CRUMBAUGH

Citizen of Hopkinsville.

Our book, "Motherhood," will be
seat free by writing to

BRADFIELD REGULATOR 00.
Atlanta, Ga.

By order of the president, Major
S. R. Cruinbaugh, supervising inspector of steam vessels in the Cincinnati district,has been removed. It
was charged that he violated the civil service rules. Major Crumbaugh
was a popular official and was one of
the oldest men in the service. T:.e
Pittsburg Sun says:"Who is to take
Major S. A. Crumbaugh's place as
supervising inspector of tbe Seventh
district is the question which is occupying the minds of local steamboat men. Pittsburghers generally
favor the appointment of Daniel J.
Dougherty, the present local inspector of steel, and many telegrams
have been sent to the department at
Washington. Other telegrams have
recommended Captain Isaac B. Wit1 atns, the local inspector of hulls,
for the position; and it is sincerely
hoped that the appointment will at
least be a Pittaburgher. Strong influences are being brought to bear on
the Cincinnati end. however, and it
is not improbable that the district
headquarters will remain there in
spite of the efforts ofPittsburghers to
bring them to this city."
Major Crumbaugh will be remembered by Owensboro people as one
time collector of internal revenue for
this district, He became involved in
a wraogle with some of his subordinates and it finally resulted in the
appointment of Mr. Ed Farley, of
Paducah to the position of collector.
Maj. Crumbaugh's former home
was Hopkinsville atid he returned
Owensboro. He
to that city from
collectorship
the
from
was removed
at Owensboio in 1888. At Hopkinsville he was head of an educational
instil ution. A few days after leaving Owensboro he was appointed
supervising inspector at Cincinnati,
which position he held until removed by President Roosevelt.— Owensboro Inquirer.

•rionin as Well as Men Are Mau
Miserable by Kidney and
Bladder Trouble.

Mrs. J. R. Armistead, who a few
Kidney trouble preys upon the mind
days ago sold her Main street resiges and lessensambition; beauty,
iscoura
.dence to Col. and Mrs. Jouett Henry
vigor and cheerfulWash.
her
with
soon disappeaT
week
ness
next
will leave
•
DRAUGIION'S
the kidneys arc
when
ead,
daughter, Miss Minnie Armist
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
order or disEczeof
out
able
most
remark
the
of
One
(in also WM BY MAW
for Montgomery, to join Dr. Armeased.
•
ma cures recently credited to the istead who is in business there.
(Incorporated)
Kidney troublejia.::
well known D. D. D. Prescription Their departure will be greatly rePADUCAH, NASHVILLE,
become so prevalent
has just been recorded in Chicago.
that it is not uncomIVANSVILLE or ST. LOUIS.
gretted.
n
mon for a child to Us
Madiso
West
1550
Mrs. E. Hegg,
born afflicted with
street, under date of Dec. 9, 1907,
Recently an item which had been
weak kidneys. If the
writes as follows:
l
if the urine scalds
Journa
often,
ec
Kenneb
the
published in
hild urinates too
"I suffered three years with Weep- went the rounds of the press. Ac- he flesh, or if, when the child reaches an
THE
ing Eczema. It started with a little cording to this item a citizen of that ,ge when it should be able to control thed with bed-wet
AND CURE THE LUNCS
spot on my knees and spread fast place owns an apple which was fifty ,a3sage, it is yet afflicte
of the difficause
the
it,
upon
depend
all over my body. I spent hundreds years of age, it having been stuck .ing,
the first
and
,
trouble
.::uity is kidney
of dollars and went to every good full of cloves in order to ;preserve it. step should be towards the treatment of
ant
WITH
doctor I heard of, but kept getting Miss Emily B. Perry, of this city, r.iese important organs. This unpleas
of
on
conditi
d
disease
worse. Nothing would stop the awful has two apples which have been °utile is due to abladder and not to P
tue kidneys and
itch and burning.
preserved in a similar manner, one nabit as most people suppose.
"I had to stay in bed from the
Women as well as men are made miserof which was grown in 1866, making
trouble,
middle of May to the middle of July. it fifty-two years old, and the other 4ble with kidney and bladder remedy
.
great
Trial Bottle Free
same
• 'N
the
need
clad both
Prescription
D.
D.
D.
I
tried
Then
of
effect
came
apples
ate
In ;1888. One of the
AND ALL TRIM r aaL4 LUNG TROUBLES.
The mild and the immedi
This is the 9th of December and I
and,
Clevel
at
d
-Root is soon .ealized. It is sold
s
orchar
Swamp
famou
a
from
R
GUARANTEED ELLTITAFACTO
from the tereible
free
y
entirel
am
fiftyOhio, and the other grew in this by druggists, in-done.'
OR MONEY REFUNLED.
life.
one
my
D.
saved
D.
D.
and
.
disease
Both apples have been centbottles. You may
county.
size
When I began this treatment,
as full of the cloves as they have a sample bottle
filled
people were afraid of me I looked so can possibly stick, and both are
Swamp-Rodt.
by mail free, also a Home of
only
the
was
d
husbah
My
Swamp-Root
terrible.
Sert FREE
preserved as perfectly, with the ex- pamphlet telling all about
ds of testithousan
D.
D.
D.
including many of the
one who would care for me.
to housekeepers
ception of aslight decrease in size,as monial letters received from sufferers
stopped the itch at once so I could
they were the day they were pulled cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
sleep, which I had not done before.
'3inglianiton, N.'V., be sure and menticw
from the tree.
Then I began to get better fast and
this- paper. Don't make any mistak2.,
Swamp-Root,
now my skin is clean and white, not
Miss Helen Royalty has resigned but remember the name,
Kilwer's Swamp-Root, and the ad.
a spot anywhere."
her position with the City Light Dr.
CooK.Boott
-9Binghamton. N. y., on every
Just a few drops of D. D. D. Pres- company and has opened an office dress,
telling how to prepare delicate
cottle.
cription applied to the skin brings with Judge Joe McCarroll, where
and delicious dishes.
drink. she will do stenographic work.
Address LEIBIG CO.. P. 0. Box 27, relief—nothing to swallow or
We vouch for D. D. D. Prescription,
New York
also the cleansing D. D. D. Soap
A license has been issued for the
Get a bottle today if you have any marriage of Charles Bard to Miss.
Eczema, Pimples. Rashes, Blotches,
The South Kentucky skin disease. Begin your cure at Mary Powell.
Elgin.
L.
L.
by
sale
once. For
Eruptions. etc.,:Quickly Eradicated
Buildind at Loan
We hope that we will not be held
by New Skin Remedy.
POWERS' ROMANCE.
in contempt by the court which is
Association
not in session, but we want to say
(Incorporated)
that those who are supposed to know
Since the discovery of "A. J. M."
.ffers You the Best Investments
YORK, Pa., June 26.—Caleb Pow- some law themselves say that the
the new skin remedy,
for Your Savings.
ers, the Kentuckian recently releas- decision ousting Sheriff DavidSmith Prescription,
of Christian Its success has exceeded the most
ed from prison, is in this city, visit- from the office of sheriff
its
funds
it
invests
is a very sanguing expectations of the dispens
ality
3ecause solely in first mort ing Miss Elenor Bonham, to which county on a technic
Era says
New
The
one.
ble
peplora
it to the world. It has
gages on the homes of the peoit is rumored he is engaged, Miss that Mr. Smith 1,as no intention of ers who gave
ple in this city,and thus avoids
thousands of cases of eczema
Bonham is a member of York's so- abandoning the contest. Under the cured
all of the risks attendant upon
he
s
appeal
of
d the skin of facial discourt
cleane
the
of
n
and
ciety set and is extremely wealthy. decisio
commercial banking.
se but to give up the figurements and repulsive pimples
recour
no
had
She met Powers years ago in Ken- office, but he will continue to light
of its loans are
years' standing. The burnings
Because all
tucky, where she attended sch )ol. the case and if necessary, says he of
payable in small
gs of eczema are stopped
monthly payments, beginning
Power4, when he arrived here, stop- will carry it to the supreme court of and .itchin
kfort Jour- with the first application.
as soon as the loan is made,
ped at the Colonial hotel, where he the United States.—Fran
the
loan and
nal.
and thus reducing
In minor skin troubles such as
instructed the attaches to say nothIncreasing our relative security
••rashes, [blotches, pimples, blacking of his visit. He spends most of
all the time.
heads, barber's itch, salt rheum,
his time at the palatial residence of
Call and let us explain the plans
itching piles, red noses, dandruff,
of the Association.
Miss Bonham on East Market street.
oak and ivy poison, odored feet, reH. C. Gant, - Pres. He says he will remain here for sevsults show after a few applications.
For Infants and. Children.
days.
eral
n,
J.E.McPherso Sec.
A muddy, greasy or sallow complexion is quickly improved over night.
Sold by all druggists. Price Wets.
NIMPIPSPIW *
$1.00. The A. J. MARTIN
the
and
Bears
1121
:
P.11144
MEDICINE Co., Props., Toledo,
lpipature ot
Bucklen's Arnica Salve Ole ti lieH neA
1219.17
Ohio.
Cured by Use of D. D. D. External
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KILL

COUCH

'
Dr. King s
New Discovery

FOR n9P9.48

Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef

STOPS ITCIIINC:INSTANTLY

CASTOR IA

The Kind You Have Always Bought

The nest lite In The World'

x

ORI

OM.

Here's IVhere We
Tickle Your Feet?
A New Sock That Won't Wear Out
nearly as soon as those made in the ordinary way.
The difference between these and other socks lies
in the

TOEANDHEEL
REG.U.S. AT.OFF.

•
whicn give strength wnere strength is
needed. The toe arid heel of these
will wear as long as the rest of the
sock -and save darning. They are fine in texture
and have the appearance of -silk. They are well
worth seeing and better yet
They -Cost25
per
• But
*6- pair
'

J.T.Wall

Co

A Popular Song
One os the new songs that is attracting
much attention in New York bears the
unique title of "Every Little Bit Added to
What You Got Makes Just a Little Bit More."
It is certainly a trite truism of the Savings
Bank account and the most ,pessimistic folks
will admit no matter how little you put by
each week if you persist in the "little" it requires only persistance and time for you to
have an amount worth while. The 3 per cent
interest we pay to all savers is also quite an
item. Why don't you begin with a little bit
right now. $1 will statt it.

Commercial St
Savings Bank.
Open Saturday evenings for benefit
of wage earners.

WANTED
Wool! wool! w col
50,000 lbs
We buy:all grades, we buy all quantities. So don'
fail to see us and get our prices before you sell
We will furnish you wool sacks at any time.
See. Phone or Write us for prices. Cumb. Phone 26-3.
Home Phone 1332.

The Haydon Produce Company
East 9th St., near L. & N. Depot

Herbert L. Haydon, Mgr
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TWO ARE BITTEN
BY A RABID DOG

PERSONALS.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
The Hon. A. B. Anderson, of
Nashville, is visiting the family of
his father-in-law, George E. Gary.

BISHOP POTTER IS
SINKING RAPIDLY.

PAGE 3
•

00000
AROUND the GLC B'8
FOR A WIFE.
JIA

00000000000000000000 00000,
[Original.)

Distinguished Episcopalian Prelate of New York Is
Nearing The End of Life's Journey.

Mrs. Lomax Anderson and daughter, Miss Bessie, of Jackson, Miss.,
J. H. DENTON AND NEGRO BOY Miss Mary Drane, ef Clarksville,
COOPERSTOWN, N. Y.. June 30.
and Miss Christine Glenn, of NashTHE VICTIMS
ville, will arrive tonight to visit —Bishop Henry C. Potter, of New
York, is regarded by his physidians
Mis4 Luree Galbreath.
as being in a dangerous state of
Mrs. J. B. Rogers and daughter, health. The bishop has been ill for
Miss Sarah, have returned from St. some time with stomach and liver
Louis. They were accompanied by troubles. His condition is such that
Miss Martha Willett, who will spend it is neccessary to use oxygen. Dr.
the summer in the city.
J. E. Janrine, one of his physicians,
Wallace Brumfield, of Lexington, issued the following bulletin:
Wounds To Be Treated at Pasteur In"Bishop Potter has been prostratis visiting his mother.
ed from the hot weather the past
stitute In Chicago.--Spread of HyMiss Eura Cary has returned from few days and is in a very critical
drophopia Among Animals.
condition."
Nashville.
Bishpp Potter was taken ill early
Is Feared.
S. P. Mosely, of Roaring Springs, in May in New York City and his
illness assumed a'serious aspect for
is here today.
a time. He reached here on June 10
George Connell and Charles Mc- and for a time showed progress toward complete recovery, but last
Ginnis have returned from a trip Friday he suffered a relapse.
(From Tuesday's Daily)
through Texas.
The Rt. Rev. Henry Codman PotAte reeidents of that section of
tsr is the seventh Protestant EpiscoMlernmie Sullivan has returned cal bishop of the diocese of New
tie town near the asylum are . very
to
Mayfield after visiting Mrs. Bob York and is one of the best known
much disturbed over the appearance
clergymen in this country. He is 72
in the neighborhood of dogs with Bradshaw on East Twelfth street.
years old.
hydrophobia. Two persons have
Mrs. Lizzie Curtis and (laughter
beeriebitten and it is feared that Nellie, of Reton, New Mexico, are
2 p. m.—Bishop Potter is failing
several animals have been inoculat- visiting here.
rapidly and is not expected to live
through the day.
ed.
and
Chastain
Miss
Laurette
F.
J.
The rabies is supposed to have
started with a dog which belonged Marion, of Montgomery, Ala., are
to a citizen in the neighborhood and visiting relatives here.
which ran away from home as soon
J. B. Walker, of Newstead, is here
as the trouble developed. It is re- today.
ported that this dog was afterward
New time tables effective at midGarland Jones is spending his
found dead in another part of the
night were received today for both
vacation with friends at Howell.
Evidently it had bitten
town.
the Tennessee Central and Illinois
Miss Florence Duncan is visiting
, several other dogs before it was
Central railroads and Hopkinsville
relatives in Cadiz.
killed.
will one more become the meeting
Sunday morning a negro boy
Mrs. W. S. Wade has returned point of trains for the two roads on
entered the yard of .'.. H. Denton from a visit to relatives near Ceru- almost the same schedule that was
and the dog attacked him and bit lean.
in effect before the Illinois Central
took over the Tennessee Central.
him on the shoulder. Later on the
On the Illlinoia Central, trains will
dog bit Mr. Denton in the leg. Monleave here as follows—the Cairo and
day afternoon the dog went into a
Paducah accommodation 6:40 a. in.;
fit at sight of the rain and died.
the Evansville and Mattoon express
Last night Mr. Denton, accompanied by his son Rausie, left for Chicaw.) where he will take the Pasteur
People and
Mr. Garland Jones and Miss Lalla
treatment. Today the people of
Giles Are Married
that section are making up money
boy
to
with which to send the negro
the same institution for treatment.
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., June 30.
Mrs. Henry M. Frankel will be the
The same dog literally tore a cat all —Garland Jones, of Hopkinsville, hostess of this week's meeting of the
to pieces.
and Miss Lelia Giles, of Howell, Euchre club which will be held
Defore the rabies was noticed by were married this afternoon in the Thursday afternoon at 4 o'clock at
the citizens, a dog belonging to W. parlors of the Arlington hotel. They her home on South Main street.
M. McGee must have been bitten. were accompanied by Cleveland
Before the trouble developed, the Guthrie and Miss Irlene Giles, a
H. T. Cherry and Miss Lena R.
dog was shipped to Mobile, Ala. sister of the bride. The ceremony
.Here the dog went mad and bit a was pronounced by Rev. Mr. Stowe, Drake were married at the bride's
home near Haleys Mill Saturday
$700 horse which had to be killed.
of the Methcdist church.
night.
A close watch is being kept for
The party drove through from
any animals which exhibit the least the bride's home and after the cereindications of hydrophobia and mony they started on the return
Otho D. Boyd and Miss Emma
prompt measures will be taken trip. The marriage was not an Deason were married Sunday at the
should any further cases be devel- elopement, the contracting parties bride's home east of this city. The
oped.
preferring this plan to the details of ceremony was pronounced by Rev.
a home wedding.

EXCITEMENT EAST OF TOWN

BISHOP HENRY C. POTTER,

I. C. and T. C. Time Cards

SURPRISE FRIENDS

at 11:30 a. in.; the Princeton mixed,
at 6:25 p. in. Incoming trains will
arrive as follows—Evansville mail
at 8:50 p. in.; Evansville and Hopkinsville express, at 6:25 p. m.;Hopkinsville mixed at 10:30 a. m. This
does away with the Chicago limited.
On the Tennessee Central trains
will arrive from Nashville at 11:20
a. m., and 8:15 p. m. Out going
trains will depart at 6:42 a. m., and
at 3:60 p m.

Le Roy Remington was a young
globe trotter. He had no idea that he
wos going to and fro on the earth
hunting for something, but he was.
All men from the time they are old
enough to marry are hunting for
wives, and all women from a similar
period of their lives are hunting for
husbands. Tell most of them this, and
they will either laugh or get angry at
you. Nevertheless the statement is
true. Nature often fools us, but she
never relaxes the, enforcement of her
laws.
As I was saying, Le Roy Remington
was crossing continents and oceans,
as he thought, to get rid of being
bored. Had he been obliged to work
for a living he would not have been
bored so much. Had he been married
he would not have been bored at all.
He might have suffered under many
Irritations and annoyances, he might
even have wished for a return of the
freedom of bachelorhood, but he would
not have been bored. Boredom does
not usually belong to the married
state.
One day Remington was crossing
"the plains" of America somewhere
between Omaha and San Francisco
when the train stopped. The weather
was warm, and the windows were
open. A train from the opposite direclion came rolling along with diminishing .speed. It brought the girl Remington was looking for and stopped with
her directly beside his window. Her
window, too, was raised, and the two
sat face to face within a few feet of
each other. Remington looked at the
girl, and the girl looked at Remington. He made the most of the brief
time allotted him. The girl lowelkd
her eyes. Then there was a toot-toot
ahead, and Remington's train Moved
onward.
Remington was looking for this very
girl, but he didn't know it till he was
on the Pacific ocean midway between
San Franciseo and Hongkong.
By the time he stood again on dry
land he had made up his mind that he
must Guil the girl on the other side of
the globe.
He went to Paris and from Paris
started for London. On a railway train
some twenty miles west of Paris, while
stopping at a station, a train pulled
!mwer
a,:i.ted.
and at a window in this train
was the girl he had discovered he

IfIAGEOT OVER
TOBACCO TROUBLE
RINEHART CALLS AL FILIDER A
NIGH.
' RIDER

AND IS 51101 AND KILLED
Encpunter Occurred at One of the Voting Places. aturday in MontgomeriCounty, Tennessee.
.
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., June 30.
--Al Fielder was shot and instantly
killedj Saturday afternoon at an
election precinct in the Fourteenth
district of this county by Marcellus
Rhinehart. Theftkill ing was the outcome of the tobacco trouble,Fiekler,
wholis a :nonassociation
harf,:of being a Night
Rider :and responsible for ', certain
lawlessness: alleged to h.ive been
committed in this county. Rhinehart denied the charge, and a few
words passedibetween them, when
Fielder:is said to have called Rhinehart a liar, at the same time started
toward him with an open knife in
his hand.[Rhinehart quickly pulled
his pistol and fired at Fielder five
times, :four shots taking effectFielder fell to the ground and died
with an open knife in his hand. Two
shots entered the breast, and death
was instantaneous.
The killing created the greatest
excitement, taking place during the
progress of the election for governor
and other state officers.
Rhinehart surrendered to the °Mcers and was brought to jail at
Clarksville.
This morning at 11:30 he was
brought out and carried before Magistrates Jarrell and Smith for trial.,
being represented by Messrs Gilbert
and Tyler. In the absence of Attorney GiOneral Lyle, Wm. M. Daniels
Jr., was ;requested to act in that
!
r apa?ity, arre, ho npo-t4-..i1.geo
Judge Tyler,asked for a continuanee
until the facts could be investigated.
This application was tgranted and
the case set for Thursday at 11 a. in.

made by running the fingers glissando over them. On hearing the
organ for the first time the writer
was surprised by the great disparity
between the actual number of stops,
it took Remington just thirty secand the immense volume of sound,
onds
to gather up his belongings and
which seemed to indicate an instruleave
the train. During this brief inment three times aslarge.:The playterval
it had occurred to him that the
er explained that this was caused by
girl might be going around the world
the large number of foundation stops and
he had better proceed westward
—those of eight foot, or unison pitch In the hope of meeting her once more
—augmented by a complete system and at a standstill. But he dismissed
of 16, 8 and 4 foot couplers, allowing the idea as ridiculous.
The train that had passed was bound
every stop tc be used in a three-fold
form. The wonderful variety of on- for Paris, and Remington took the nevt
al results made possible by these one for the same place. His trunk
couplers, is simply astonishing, and went on to London. But he cared nothlug for that. He could buy trunks and
could not be found in the old style
their contents, but he couldn't buy the
organ costing five times as much as girl who was going
to Paris, though he
this one. Organists the woild over could buy any one of dozens of other
have yearned for the depth and rich- girls. She was surely going to Paris.
ness of tone found in European All Americans who are approaching
Cathedral organs and which in this Paris are going there. And ten to one
Clay Pigeon Tournament.
The Christian county teachers' in- instrument is found in abundance. she would stay awhile there. So Remstitute will be held at the courthouse T..e tone is bold, brilliant but .never ington returned to Paris and when he
The Russellville (Ky.) Gun Club
in Hopkinsville August 3, 4, 5, 6 and blatant. While it was never intend- got there hunted through the registers THEIR SEMI-ANNUAL ELECTION
LEBANON, Ky., June 30.—J. D will hold a clay pigeon tournament
of the hotels where Americans were
OF OFFICERS
and Virgil Bobbitt and John and Wednesday, July 8. The program 7th. The instructor will be Prof. ed primarily to imitate the °relies- accustomed to stay. , At the Hotel
dean
still
Kimamon,
of
the
tra,
there
Western
are
present
in
it
great
Hamsgardesty, rival hotel keepers, will consist of twelve events of from
Meurice he found the names "Mr
had a fight at the depot here today ten to twenty-five targets, a total of Kentucky Normal school at Bowling variety, 16, 8 and 4 foot, flute string and Mrs. Edgar D. Avery, San FranThe semi-annual electien of offiover guests.
John Hardesty was 200 for the day. Money division, Green. He will be assisted by Miss and reed tones, making it one of the else°, Cal, ,U. S. A., and Miss Edith cers for the Odd Fellows lodge was
finest organs in the country. For Avery." The clerk told him that they
shot twice and all of the others were jack rabbit system and percentage, Avis Wescott, of Minneapolis.
night, NI ith the following
id
divine worship. it cannot be excell- had arrived at a time that corresponded
leo considerably battered up.
The 50, 30 and 20. Sixty dollars added
result:
with the arrival of the train on which
wounded man will recover. All the money and special prizes of $10 gold
The current issue of the Baptist ed. One of the most valuable of all
he
had seen the girl he was hunting. .W. H. Hester, Noble Grand.
t accessories of the modern organ
parties to the scrap have been placed pieces to high professional and ama- World reproduces a portrait of the the
While he was racking his brains how .R. E. Adwell, Vice rand.
i the crescendo pedal. This gives
Is
under arrests
teur respectively shooting entire late Jacob Ward Rust, president of
W. C. Wright, Seereta y.
secure an introduction he chance/I
to
d
the player complete control of all the
program. Shooters will be served Bethel Female college, and says:
to meet his intimate friend Philpot.
W. H. Fyke.,Jr., Tr(aiurer.
stops in combination, from the softHe asked Philpot to dine with him the
lunch free. Shells may be had on "For over 50 years Dr. J. W. Rust
L. E. Fowler. Trustee for long
est
to
the
loudest,
by
pressing
down
same
evening, intending to talk the term.
the grounds. Shooting begins at was an instructor of the youth of
a pedal with the foot, the same as matter over with him. No; Philpot's
9:30 a. m. All gun clubs and lovers Kentucky. For a number of years
After the elecon the. members of
the swell pedal is used. Thus the friends, the Averys of San Francisco,
of the sport will be given a cordial he had a private school, and then he
the lodge were treated to delicious
became president of Bethel college veriest tyro in organ playing has as had just arrived and he was engaged ices and cakes in time banquet hall,
welcome.
to drive with them. What luck!
NEW YO#K, June 30.—Harry K.
and then of Bethel Female college, perfect control over the stops as the
Would Philpot introduce him? Cer- the newly elected officers being the
most
experienced.
Stepping
inside,
Thaw is hael( in the Poughkeepsie
in which latter institution he laid
many innovations in the construe tainly! He would make an engage- hosts of the occasion., Here a regujail. Judg-vi Mills beard argument
aside his work permanently. For tion were noticed. All trackers, ment to take him-to call. They parted. lar social session wakheld and many
at White Plr,ins in habeas corpus
some years he lived in Louisville levers, and old style chests have and the next "morning Philpot told interesting talks Were made, one of
proceedings tand expressed an opinand W a.4 assistant editor of the Wes- disappeared, and in their stead have Remington that he had made the en- the most enjoyable of these being
ion that the;noted prisoner was entern Recorder and though not an come Tubular-Pneumatic actio n. gagemeut for five days ahead, the first that of:Hervey Whitfield, of ClarksRegulators
Soundly
rhrash
but
he
was
trial,
nit
titled to a j ry
Colored ordained minister lie was for a time Over one mik of tin tubing is used, evening the Averys were disengaged. vine, editor of the; Tennessee Odd
Man at Elkton.
prepared to,ay whether it should be
assistant to the pastor of Broadway in this organ. The player called the Remington passed five weary, waiting Fellow.
now or late. New arguments will
Baptist church. He was the father writers attention to the exceptional days and on the afternoon of the fifth
July
Mills
ELKTON,
on
Judge
be presentee! to
Ky., June 30.—Satur- of the brilliant John O'Brien Rullkt, height of the swell box, allowing all received a note from Philpot to sny
Those desiring life insurance will
day night about 8:30 o'clock loud who has also fallen asleep."
13.
the pipes eight feet in length to be that the Averys had left Paris unex- find it to their interest to investigate
sl_ ."
pectedly the day before.
screaming, as if from a woman in
placed inside the box without miter_
Remington was crushed. He found m the plans and record of the Mutual
great distress, was heard near the
ing. The scales for all the pipes are Philpot, only to learn that the Averys Benefit Life Insurance company of
buildings of the Vanderbilt Trainof extra large diameter, these being had gone eastward to Hongkong to Newark, N. J. No Stockholders.
"CHRISTIAN CHURCH ORGAN...
All profits divided 'among policy
ing school, in the suburbs of the
based on those found in the finest sail for San Francisco immediately on holders. It is conspicuous for eccnotown. Upon investigation it proved
The new organ in the First Christ- organs in Europe, and the alloys of arrival at that port. Remington in- rnical management, liberality of it:
to
be
Ben
Muir,
a
negro,
euired the date of sailing of the steam- policy contract, fair dealings with
whipping
BENTON1, KY., June 30.—Judge
ian church which is to be formally tin and lead very rich. The pipes
er
they would likely take and found its members and large ann ual divi
his
wife
and
children.
About
mid- opened this
* Reed today ',overruled a motion for a
evening, is such an un- giving string tones being made of he would not have time to reach it d ends to reduce cost of your insur
rerw trial iri the case of Dr. Chain- night a mob of negro men took Muir usual one, that a short description ninety-five 13e-r cent pure block tin.
himself. He could go westward and ance.
s/Pion, convictcl as a Night Rider. An out and whipped him severely with may prove interesting to our read- The bellows or lungs of the organ, reach San Francisco earlier than the
ly
H. D. WAhLACE, Agt
switches from thorn. bushes. Muir
contains
thirty
per
cent
more
wind
appeal will be taken.
ers.
party going eastward.
has been busy all day extracting
He left Paris that night for SouthOver a year ago the building corn- capacity, than called for. All matthorns from his person. He promisused,
were
erials
first
submitted
to
ampton,
caught an outgoing steamer
mittee, secured the services of W.H.
ed never to whip his wife again.
the
architect
for
hie
approval,
and
in
and
reached
New York in six days
Donley, a well known Organ Arch!In
two
weeks
manner,
from his leaving France
this
only
the
very
best
was
tect of Indianapolis, Ind., to prepare
he
was
.In
San
Francisco waiting the
allowed
in
its construction.
specifications and details of construearrival
of
the
girl he was chasing
Hopkinsville is indeed proud to
BOSTON, Mass., June 30.—Mrs
BOWLING GREEN, Ky., June
tion for an organ adequate for the
Whenever
arrived from th
a
steamer
such
a
have
representative
instruPhilip N. Moore was today elected
30.—At the Third district Demohandsome auditorium. These were
east he was at the dock watclaing.
ment
in
its
midst,
and
the
chdrch
is
cratic convOntion held this morning
submitted to the best builders for
last he saw Miss Avery corning down president of the National Federation
be
congratulated
to
on
securing
such
a gangplank. That was enou.711 fo- of Women's clubs.
in this city, Commonwealth's Atbids, the committee awarding the
WASHINGTON,
D.
and
effective
C.,
June
30.—
satisfactory
plans,
and the presen,t. He waited for a
torney Bob Thomas, of Muhlenberg
centract to The Hook-Hastings Co.,
Acting on Mexico's request that the
rA. 41"
,
41.3,11M411.
them
in
having
so
carefully
executablir time for the family to get t,e(iie:'.
county, was nominated for congress.
Boston, Mass. The first thing that
United States endeavor to prevent
then called.
strikes the layman, is the absence of ed.
violations of the neutrality laws,
Six months later Remington a .1 hi
Dr. Edwards, Specialist,
Mrs. J. R. Armistead and claugh,a,'
the old-fashioned stop-knobs on
President Roosevelt directed Secrebride were traveling from S.::m
each end of the key boards their ter, Miss Minnie, will leave HopEye, Ear,
! Nose and
(taco to New York on their
"li• tary liTaft to have United States places being taken
by tilting tablets, kinsville tomorrow. Miss Armistead trip. At a station on the road the tral.,
Throat. Test made free of
troops sent to the Texas border.
placed above the upper keyboard. will go direct to Montgomery, Ala., stopped, and Remiuton for the first
charge for glasses. PhoeThe Mexican government maintains Thus the entire organ
can be played where the family will reside in the time informed Mrs. -Edith Avery Rem
NEW YORK, June 30.—Mayor that the uprising has not reached through a program without
nix Bldg., Main'St , Hoponce tak- future, but Mrs. Armistead will visit ingtou of how he had met the woman
McClellan was legally declared the dignity of a revolution and that ing the hands from the
k nserflie4By.
keys to draw in Knoxville before going there. he had wanted for his wife at that
mayor today in the Hearst recount offenders will be prosecuted merely stops, by simply pressing down Many friends regret
station
and bad chased her
their removal very
as common criminals.
suit.
around the globe.
the tablets. Startling effects are from Hopkinsville.
eas•11611,re64110.1111.4.1resbaisireha.sprw41
WW sue v wriern
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000 FELLOWS MOLD

BM IN JAIL

NEGROES AT IT
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t

NO NEIN TRIAL.

IMMO.

ELECT PRESIDENT

illOMAS NAMED

REPS ON BORDER

MIRAN WINS

A

•

Eli ERA.
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I will be the retirement, at least temporarily,from congress of him thus
tiescribed by the poet:

Kenioni New Eia.
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John Wesley Gaines, John Wesley
3aines,
Thou monumental pile of brains, s‘
On thee proud Tennessee relies,
Wesley Gaines, John Wesley
John
1. C. Underwood, - - - - Editor
Gaines.
A. W. WOOD, Proprietor.
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Joseph Byrns, who beat him for
the nomination, hasn't. half of John
Received at the Postoffice in HopWesley's pulchritude and couldn't
kinsville as Second-Class Matter.
talk as much in a week as the Hermitage statesman could in a day.
Subscription Rates.
$6.00
Daily per year
1.26
CLEVELAND'S .MESSAGE.
" three months
.10
" per week
The last message of Grover Cleve1.00
Weekly per year
.60
land to the Democratic party was
' per six months
contained in the following letter to
FRIDAY, JULY 3, 1908
the editor of the New York World:
161.00 A YEAR.

Advertising Rates.
Transient advertising must be paid
for in advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements
will be collected quarterly.
All advertisements inserted without specified time will be charged
for until ordered out.
Announcements for Marriages and
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, aim
notices of preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions o
Respect, and other similar notices
five cents per line.

'•I have received your letter asking
me to make a response to the foll-O-wing question: "What is the principle and what the best policy to give
the Democratic party new life?"
As a general proposition I might
answer this question by saying that
in my opinion this could be most
surely brought about by a return to
genuine Democratic doctrine and a

eose adherence to the Democratic
policies which in time past gaxe
our party success and benefited our
people.
Court Directory.
"To be more specific in my reply,
in
Monday
CIRCUIT COURT—First
I should say that more than ever
June and fourth Monday:in _Februjust at this time the Democratic
ary and September.
QUARTERLY COURT—Second Mon- party should display honest and
days in January, April, July and
sincere conservatism, a regard for
October
FISCAL COURT—First Tuesday in constitutional limitations and a
April and October.
determination not to be swept from
COUNTY Couwr—First Menday hi
our moorings by temporary clamor
every month.
or spectacular exploitation.
"Our people need rest and peace
The Directoire gown is said to
and reassurance; and it will be quite
have created a sensation at Atlantic
in line with true Democracy and
City. They aro not used to seeing
successful policy to impress upon
'em even partly covered there.
our fellow countrymen the fact that
Democracy still stands for those
GENEROUS OFFERS.
things.
Thomas W. Lawson 3ffers to fi"GROVER CLEVELAND."
nance the Democratic national cam"Princeton; N. J., March 14."
paign to the extent of $1,000,000, with

A Week's Stay at Salubria
Absolutely Free!
Any pcnson who will send us twenty (20) paid in advance subscriptions to the Weekly New Era at r I e regular rate of $1.0J per years or four (4) subscriptions paid for one
year in Pdvan e to the Daily New Era, at $5 year we will send him or her or such person
as they may des4mate, t ) Siubr ia Springs, Christian county's new hospitable health and
pleasure resent br seven days with a'l evpenses from Hopkinsville paid by this office.
This is a rare opportunity for any hustling person, by a few hours work at odd times,
to earn a week's vacation without any expense whatever. You do not have to send in al
the subs:ript .or s at one time. Send_ them in as you get them and state that you are work.and each one will ID: credited to you as it is received Everybody wants
ing for the trip
a vacation in the summer and to get away from home, but the expense is often to
great. Take advantage of this offer d this great ot stack will be overcome.
If you had rather go to some other place let us know and we will name you our terms.
For instance we will send you to Cerulean for a week for 35 Weekly subscriptions at
$1.00 ea h or seven Dailies at $5.00 each. We can send you anywhere you want to go,
to Nigara Falls, Atlantic City, Old Point Comfort, Mammoth Cave or anywhere else oa
this proposition.
Let is hear from you and once you have talcen p the work we will assist you in every
possibe way by sending sample copies, etc. The New Era is ti e best paper publ'shed
in Western Kentrcky and ycu wi 1 have no trouble in Eeeuring the required number of
subscriptions. Address

FREE TRIP DEPT, Kentucky New Era
Hopkinsville, Ke ntucky.

Johnson of Minnesota as vice-presiHOW'S THIS?
sfential candidate, which remind one
We offer One Hundred Dollars
of tha offer made Billie 0. Bradley Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
by the Hopkinsville delegation at the Cnre.
F. J.-CHENEY &CO.,
Toledo, 0.
convention which hominated Morris
We, the undersigned, have known
B31knap for governor. The delega- O. J. Cneriey-far-the past 16 years,
tion was whooping it ap.for,Bradle.v, and believe him perfectly honorable
io all business transactions and finSalo begged them not to present his ancially able to carry out any oblik_
his firm.
name, "I simply haven't got the gations made byKinnan
& Marvin,
Waldh,g,
money to make the race," ho said.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
Catarrh Cure is taken interHall's
or,"
you,govern
"Don'tlet that worry
nolly, acting directly upon the blood
said Will Fowler; "there is one man and mucous surfaces of the system.
free. Price 75c
in Christian county who will gladly Testimonials sent
per bottle. Sold by all druggists
put up every cent of Your campaign
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
SPECIAL SERVICE AT 9 rH STREET
expenses." "Who is he?" eagerly
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
tinquired Bradley. "It is Ed Claithe
was
is,"
it
who
borne, that is
solemn answer.

P1THIANS ATTENDED

I

MEXICO MAY ASK
UNCLE SAM'S AID

'DRUGGISTS'MEETING
PHARMACISTS OF THE STATE IN
ANNUAL SESSION

From Day to Day

Hopkinsville Men Honored.—The Next
The state conv.ntion of the Bap- An Impressive Discoure Is Delivered
iN SUNNY TENNESSEE
tist Young People's Unfurl will be
By The Rev. Charles L. Nourse,
Democratic gubernatorial held this week at Georgetown. Rev.
The
M. A. Jenkens will deliver several
of New Orleans.
primary in Tennessee resulted in
n
_Georgetow
for
left
He
addresses.
the choice of Patterson and endors- this morning.
The service at the Ninth Street
ed "the little giant" ler a Fecund
Presbyterian church Sunday mornterm. The campaign was as bitter
R. C. Curry, formerly a journalist ing, at which Rev. Charles L.
as it was brilliant, and the governor of PittE burg, Pa , is in the city
Nourse, of New Orleans, delivered a
and Senator Carmack, his opponent, gathering data for a publication en- sermon addressed especially, to the
were at it with oratorical hammer titled, "History of the Tobacco War members of the Knights of Pythias
in Kentucky,and Tennessee." The lodge, was largely attended and the
ani tongues in a' series of fifty joint
book will be issued in August. Mr.
profound and impresdebates. The whole state was shr- Curry has been in 'Kentucky six discourse was
sive. The members of the lodge,
ill) to a white heat and there were months engaged in the work.
Met at their hall and marched to the
wounds burned in that may be long
church in a body, each one wearing
of
issue
successful
in healing. The
The eclipne of the sun took place a red carnatioa in his buttonhole.
largely
was
Sunday as it had been foreasted, There were more than eighty men in
Gov. Patti son's contest
disappointing. Iips.
due to the sagacity and tireless en- but it was rather
Mr. Nourse took his text from
greatest iLe
was
eclipse
the
When
ergy cf Austin Peay, formerly of
effect was clearly noticeable, the Ecclesiastes IV, 9 12. His sermon
Christian county,and now of Clarks- light being subdued in much the was an eloquent and forcible porville. The fight had many pictur- same manner as precedes a heavy trayal of love and affection as exof
esque features, aud Tennessee heard rainstorm. The skies were clear of emplitied in the Biblical story
in
the
and
also
Naomi
and
all who Ruth
enough oratory to last her a decade. clouds most of the time and
es narrative of Damon and Pythias upopportuniti
ample
had
so desired
The governor made . his race in the
for gazing at the phenomenon. on which the order is founded. He
Democratio bandwagon; Senator Nearly every one took advantage of pointed out the great good resulting
Carmack made his "on the water- the unusual occurrence and watched from such love and the invincible
when
wagon." The former espoused local it closely, smoked or colored glass strength of two or more men
for
cause
a
in
At some associated together
option; his antagonist was f..r state being much in evidence.
it was nothing good. He dwelt at length on the
If the women of the churches
wide prohibition.
strange to see the worshippers, be- tenets of Pythianism and impressed
could have voted, Carmack would tween services, of course, gazing upon his hearers the necessity of
probably have been elected, but it is through the colored windows at Old adhering strictly to theseeand the
reward which would be theirs.
doubtful that females on the stump, I Sol.
Mr. Nourse is himself an ardent
on the streets and hanging around
Knight of Pythias and is a past
The Smile
the polls really helped him any SatCommander of a New
Chancellor
That won't come off, appears on
in
down
deep
man,
Mere
urday.
baby's face after one bottle of Orleans lodge. Hts sermon yesterhis heart, feels that woman's place White's Cream Vermifuge, the great day was heard by many persons who
worm medicine. Why not keep that are not members of the order, but it
is running domestic, and not politi- smite on baby's face. If you keep
was eqqally as profitable to all.
cal, affairs. For sheer intellectuali- this medicine on hand, you will
smiles
never see any thing else but
ty, statesmanship and. natural en- on his face. Mrs. S —. Blackwell,
Pain will depart in exactly 20 minhas
if one of Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
Carmack
writes.
utes
Okla.,
Senator
dowment,
peevish and fretful. tablets is taken. Pain anywhere.
was
baby
"My
few peers in the south, and perhaps Would slot eat and I feared he would Remember! pain always means connone in Tennessee, and despite his die. I used a bottle of White's gestion, blood pressure — nothing
Cream Vermifuge and he has not else. Headache is blood pressuse;
two successive political defeats, he had a sick day since. For Sale by L. toothache is blood pressure on the
sensitive nerve. Dr. Shoop's headIs too young and too able to stay A. Johnson & Co.
ache tablets—also called Pink Pain
long out of public life. He will go
tablets quickly and safely coax this
pressure away from pain cenback to the United States senate
Wheat Thresher Coal, blood
Painful periods with women
ters.
some of these days, and that is
relief. 20 tablets 26c.
instant
get
9t per bushel.
Sold by Anderson-Fowler (IncorpoAnother imporwhere he belongs.
rated
Buckner 64 West.
tant result of Saturday's primary

Gathering May Be Held At
Cerulean Springs.

At the recent meeting of the Kentucky Pharmaceutical conventicle at
Estill Springs, three Hopkinsville
druggists were honored by places on
important committees, in fact the
most important that will have charge
of the next reunion of the association
These were, executive committeeJL.
L. Elgin, chairman; John T. Elam,
of Henderson, and Addison Dimitt,
of Louisville.
Entertainment—J. 0. Cook, chairman; John G. Krull, of Louisville,
and J. E. Cooper, of Lexington.
Papers and Queries—G. L. Curry
of Louisville, chairman; W.J. Blank
of Newport and L. E. Fowler, of
Hopkinsvilley
J. 0. Cook was elected a delegate
to the American Pharmaceutical
association which meets in September at Hot Springs, and L. L. Elgin
PRESIDENT DIAZ,
wasoelected a delegate to annual
MEXICO CITY, June 27.-1 he grounds that the plot to overthrow.
meeting of the National association
Mexican government is rushing sol- the Diaz government was hatched in
of Retail Druggists which meets at
An attack on
diers to all cities threatened by the the United States.
Alantic City in Spetember.
rebels. The situation is serious, and Viesca was followed by a fight with
The reunions of the Kentuck;\
the American government may be Mexican troops in whion the rebels'
Pharmaceutical association are patcalled on for assistance on the lost 100 men.
terned much along the same lines as
of the Kentucky Press asThe members of the Hopkinsville are those
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
The druggists from AU
bar have decided to give a barbecue sociation.
meet every year tt
state
Diarrhoea Remedy Would
the
over
on Saturday, July 11 at Flemmings
ted
place where for an
design
Have Saved Him $100.00.
cave. Judge Cook will be the guest Bowe
entire week they discuss ways and
"In 1902 I had a very severe at- of honor and the lawyers propose to
of advancing their interests
tack of diarrhoea," says R. N. spend the day in recreation, eating means
barna of Cat Island, La. "For and perhaps in speech making, 'entertain and are entertained and
several weeks I was unable to do though this form of entertainment have contests of all kinds which are
anything On March 18, 1907, I had
greatly enjoyed. The attendance is
a similar attack, and took Chamber- may, by mutual agreement, be left irsually about two
hundred and
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea out. The da 7 was first set for Thursis
much
interest
always
taken in the
Remedy which gave me prompt re- day, July 9th but has since been
lief. I consider it one of the best changed to the following Satur- reunions.
medicines of its kind in the world,
It is a strong probability that next
and had I used it in 1902 believe it day.
the association will meet at
year
would have saved me a hundred
Cerulean Springs. Three
hospitable
dollar
doctor's bill." Sold by
places were placed in nomination,
Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., (IncorRev. I. W. Willioms Testifies.
these being Cerulean Springs, Dawporated.)
Rev. I. W. Williams, Huntington; son Spring and Mammoth Cave. T.le
W. V., testifies as follows: "This choice of the time and place is lei t
is to certify that I used Foley's Kid- to the executive committee but alney Remedy for nervous exhaustion ready preparations are being made
Wheat Thresher Coal, and
kidney trouble, and am free to whereby Cerulean will put in a •
say that Foley's Kidney Remedy strong bid for the convention an
9c per bushel.
will do all that you claim for it. L. chances are bright that the dru
Buckner 4% West.
gists will meet there next year.
t. Johnson & Co.
-
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FOR
COURT
BLOOD
• .S.BAD

ADJOURNED 1HE SUNDAY SCHOOL

When bad blood is caused from an infection of the circulation by the
virus of Contagious Blood Poison, it usually shows in the form of ulcerated
EX-SHERIFF
mouth and throat, copper-colored splotches on the body, swollen glands in JUDGMENT AGAINST
the groin, falling hair, sores and ulcers, etc. These general symptoms,
RARNES RENDERED
affecting all part.; of the body, show how deeply poisoned the blood
becomes, and emphasizes the dangerous character of the trouble. If allowed
to remain in the system the disease will finally wreck the health and break
down the strongest constitution. No medicine can cure Contagious Blood
Poison which does not rid the circulation of every particle of the virus. The Persons Against Whom Ser.S. S. S. is the one real and certain cure; it goes down to the very bottom of
tences Were Passed Are Taken
the trouble, and by removing every trace of the poison, and adding rich,
To the Penitentiary.
healthful qualities to the blood, forever cures this powerful disorder. S. S. S.
is the most reliable of all blood purifiers, and its concentrated ingredients of
healthful vegetable extracts and juices especially adapt it to curing this
insidious trouble. Write for our home treatment book, which is a valuable
aid in the treatment of the different stages of the disease, and ask for any
The June term of circuit court adspecial medical advice you wish. No charge for either.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. journed Friday afternoon after being in session for four weeks.
One case in which Judge Cook
handed down a decision was that of
the commonwealth of Kentucky for
the use and benefit of Christian
county, against J. J. Barnes, exsheriff. County Attorney Duffy
had brought suit, similar to that
filed against L. R. Davis on which
judgment was secured, in which he
sought to recover to the county the
pi
amount of penalties which had been
NO. 2971
paid on taxes collected by Mr.
Barnes while he was sheriff for the
years of 1898, 1899, 1900 and 1901.
In the opinion rendered by Judge
Cook the statute of limitation prevents the recovery of the- penalties
collected for 1898 and 1899 but he
gave judgment against Mr. Barnes
Will Makeethe Season at
for the amounts collected in 1900 and
1901. Fo.r 1900 the net amount is
$848.51 which with interest makes
it $1,191.13. For 1901 the amount is
$745.19 and this with the interest
makes the amount $1,000.66. The
total judgement in favor of the
county, principal and interest, is
therefora $2,191.79.,
R u bieb N .. 194,05
S
15i2
r5
e,bbyy Gilbert
22,,-bbyyN
W
oritm
tcahnbnacN
he
or
The seven negroes who were given
No
penitentiary sentences during the
etc. Dam Cana No. 6165, by Goldemar No. 1100,by Condor No
term as previously reported, were
987, by Agamemnon No. 560, etc. 2nd Dam Caguas No. 736,
taken to Eddyville this morning by
by Titus No. 429, by Jdrder No. 182, by )(piing Sportsmen No.
152, etc. Cebo No. 2971 is a bay horse 7 years old, 16 hands
Sheriff J. M. Renshaw and his' deand 1 inch high and weighs 1400 lbs. Cebo is unexcelled in
puties.
style, action and quality.
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Imported
German Coach
Horse

Brame's Stable, Hopkinsville, at
$15 to Insure Living Colt

Pedigree

Howard:Brame, Hopkinsville, Ky. 4
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DR. FAIT DEAD

Mill Supplies

•
•

Everything Guaranteed.

•
•
•

DEATH
AT
CROFTON
•

•

•

•

CORNER EIGHTH

Rev. J. L. Wyatt, D. D., formerly
pastor of the Cumberland Presbyterian church of this city, died June
15th at his home near Longview,
He is survived by his wife.
Ala.
Dr. Wyatt had
many devoted
friends in Hopkinsville who are
deeply grieved to learn of his death.

AND CLAY STREETS.

Home Phone 1097; Cumb. 165-2. Residence, Cumb. 498.

rirne
HID!

National

Bank
Hopkinsville, Ky

was 44 years old and a son of Alex.
Gilliland, of this city. He lived in
4.•.++++++.+++a,ga Louisville for ten years.
After the death of his wife he went
to Denver, where he was engaged in
business until two ponths ago. The
body was taken to Louisville for interment.
The Only National Bank in This Community
DARK TOBACCO

UNITED STATES

IDEPOSITARY
Capital
Surplus.

$75,000.00
$25,000.00
Stockholders Liability $75,000.00

Has a regular Savings Bank department.
Three per cent interest paid on savings
and time deposits. $1 °nem) an account.
GEO. C. LONG, President. .
THOS. W. LONG, Cashier
BALLEY RUSSELL, Asst. Cash.

Fie]. Seed
We have anythind you want in this line. Be sure
to get our prices before you buy. We exchange
everything with you. Bring us your corn and get
top prices either in seed or money.

Monarch Grain
(Incorporated

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

Co.,

Wholesale and Retail

PADUCAH, Ky., June 27.—While
in the city General Manager Felix
0.Ewing,of the tobacco association,
stated that the association controlled 55,00 hogsheads of tobacco, 22,000
of which had been sold up to June
20. The tobacco was composed principally of lugs and low grade leaf,
which brought more money than the
elitire 55,00 hogsheads would have
five years ago.
The board of directors is considering adding a new feature to the association,which promises to increase
the membership. No intimation was
given as to what this feature would
be.
TIRED OF LIFE AT 104.

LEXINGTON, Ky., June 27.—
Henry Miller, aged 104 years, grew
tired of life at Harrodsburg, in Mere )r county, and committed suicide
by taking paris green.

MLECTRIC
16.13ITT ERA

Buy the Best?

Text cf the Lesson, I Sam. viii, 10-22
Memcry Verses 19, 20—Gclden Text,
Prov. viii, 15—Commentary Prepared
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.

The Largest and Best Assorted Stock
of Ladies, Misses and Gents Hose
and Half Hose in the City.

:Copyrizia. 190i, by American Press Association.]
In teraieg back to the Old Testament
for s!x mouths which remain of this
year WO are to learn of the same Israel
and the same Lord of whom we have
been reading in the gospel by John
and very similar treatment of the Lord
by Israel, for in all ages man is the
same in his sin and the Lord is the
same in His unchanging love and long
suffe:ing. Israel could say truly, and
they will yet say again as never before,
"The Lord is our Judge,the Lord is our
Lawgiver, the Lord is our King; He
will save us" (Isa. xxxiii, 22). By His
own great power He brought them out
of the iron furnace of Egypt at the appointed time according to His word to
Abraham. He bore with them and
cared for them forty years in the
wilderness and in due time placed them
in the land of Canaan. Then He gave
them judges for about 450 years until
Samuel the prophet. Afterward they
desired a king (Acts xili, 17-21), that
they might be like other nations (verses
7. 19. 20), and thus they rejected the
Lord as their King and forsook Him,
preferring not to be the Lord's own
Neither people. He had never dealt
with any nation as He had with Israel.
E. B. Long, President.
W. T. Tandy, Cashier.
He bare them on eagle's wings and
brought them unto Himself that they
might be His peculiar treasure above
all other people (II Sam. vii, 23, 24;
Ex. xix. 4. 5), yet they wearied of Him
;tad rebelled against Him and rejected
We invite your
Him. How like to the record in John
account as safe
IN
1, 11! and xix, 15. "He came unto His
•
depository for
own. and His own received Him not;" •
•
"The chief priests answered, We have
your funds.De1
'
This bank
ranks among the first in the •
no king but Caesar." The carnal mind
posit your val1
whole
state
of Kentucky in proportion of
ever since sin entered the world has
uable papers in
surplus to capital.
been at enmity against God, always
our vaults—
manifest in greater or less degree. •
where they are;
Israel s sin at this time is reproduced
safe from fire
in the great majority of professing
and burglars.
Christians today. They are unwilling
to be whole hearted for God,preferring
conformity to this world, even though
It means eternal and irreparable loss.
Samuel felt hurt evidently that the
alders of Israel should thus set him
aside. or at least act on that line, but
he did the wise thing, as was his wont
—he told the Lord all about it. The
Lord comforted him as Jesus did His
disciples long afterward when He said:
Sick hogs cured and disease prevented with Snoddy's Hog Cholera
"The servant is not greater than his
Lord. If they have persecuted Me,they Powder, made at Nashville, Tenn. It is sure death to all hog worms. Puts
will also persecute you" (John xv, 20). hogs in a healthy, growing condition in a short time. Hogs fed our Pow-

Big Assortment of Ladies Muslin Underwear and Ladies Net
Underwear

Gents Underwear. Gents White and
Colored Shirts. Prices
Are Right

T M. Jones.

Main Street

Hopkinsville, Ky.
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Capital, $60,000.00
Surplus, $70,000.00

•
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0
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In SURPLUS There
is SHIENGTH

•
•
•
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114
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3 Per Cent. Interest on Time Deposits :
•
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'exitI1OGs

as a preventive of disease will not take disease. As a tonic and appeThe Lord assured Samuel that He der
tizer it has no equal. Any one who doubts this and has sick hogs, and
(Jehovah) was the rejected one and
not
Samuel. He authorized Samuel to tell
Israel that He would give them a king.
but he gave them fair warning, commissioning him to tell them what kind
of a man he would be. So Samuel told
all the worda.of Yee Lord unto the people (verse 10), just as he had told the
words of the people unto the Lord.

will write us we will send them a man and treat their hogs on the insurance, no cure no pay. Treatment is simple; any one can use it. $5.00 case
cures 40 hogs. Beware of imitation. When buying medicine be careful
to see that you get our medicine made at Nashville, Tenn. Dr. D. C.
Snoddy's signature is on every box; none genuiue without it. Book and
full particulars mailed free to any one.

DR. D. C. SNODDY CO.,

oppress them and tliat they would be
sorry they had asked for him (11-18).
They were told that he would take
about all that belonged to them: Notice
six times in these verses just referred
to, "He will take, he will take." Their
sons and daughters and fl.,1.1s and
grain and servants and flocks he would
appropriate to himself. This they were
plainly told, and yet they insisted that
they would have a king so as to be
like other nations. So it was written
long afterward. "I gave thee a king in
mine anger and took him away in My
wrath" (Hos. xlii, 11). Does it not seem
as if Jesus had this in mind when He
said: "I am come in My Father's name

will receive" (John v, 43). This other
will be the antichrist spoken of in
Dan. xi, 36, 45; II Thess. II, 8-10. It
would seem monstrous that men in
any measure sane should choose a
man--a mortal,selfish man—who would
take everything they had from them,
instead of the Living God, who gave
them all things richly to enjoy. He
gave them bread from heaven during
forty years in the wilderness, and all
the flesh they could eat, and water
from the rock, and the land of Canaan
with all its riches, as set forth in Deut.
xi, 9-12. and His continual presence
and constant care and His power and
His wisdom. It would seem unbelievable that men would turn their back.upon such an Almighty Friend am.
choose h robber if we had not rear
that these same people in after years
coolly and deliberately rejected Jesue
of Nazareth. their Messiah, the Je
hovah of the Old Testament, and c.hos(
a robber and murderer in His stead
Men are now persistently and deliberately and continually choosing the
pleasures of sin for a season and refusing the kingdom of Got!, with ite
eternal weight of glory; choosing a
murderer and destroyer and liar, who
Hinds their eyes t6 the light of the
rlorious gespel, rather than the Lord of
life.an(1 glory, who gave Himself a sac[ince for our sins, evee for the sins of
the whole world. The things seen and
temporal are more to the great majority than all the things unseen and
eternal. and, 'Ike Israel in the days of
Samuel, they cry for something visible
and tangible.
Men of faith, on the contrary, like

THE BEST FOR
those mentioned in Heb, ii, of whom
BILIOUSNESS
AiID KIDNEYS. Samuel is one, believe God.

-

Nashville, Tenn.

For sale by FORBES MFG. CO.,(Incorporated) Hopkinsville, Ky

In the former case he acted a3 prophet, the Lord's spokesman, and in the
latter as priest representing the people
before God. The people were warned
that the king they desired would sorely

Walter W. Gilliland died at the
• home
of his brother-in-law, G. C.
•
Bowles, at Crofton after an illness of and ye receive Me not. If another
• several months of tuberculosis. He shall come in his own name, him ye

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Why Not

•
•

The three months' imprisonment
sentence imposed on Rob Wood upon
his conviction on the charge of sending a threatening letter signed
"Night Riders" to Louis Dawson.
colored; expired today and the
young man was released at an early
hour and returned to his home.
The fidelity of Mrs. Wood to her
husband during his imprisonment
was tender and touching. She spent
nearly every day with him and
brought most of his meals to him
herself. His father and mother and
other members of the family also
gave daily evidence of their dc,votion.

General
Machinist

•

•
•
•
•

ROB WOOD RELEASED

Lesson 1.—Third Quarter, For
JuIy 5, 1909.

A SUITABLE
4th

,Ve
To learn
Bookkeeping
Shorthand
and
Telegraph y.
Over 500 students
annually.
Nine teachers. Sixty
typewriters.
Positions for graduates.
Send for catalog.

of JULY GIFT
is a nice box of

delicious candies in a special
display 4th of July package. If
you want to please your girl
by all means send her a box of
Huyler's. For sale at

Cook & Higgins
BUSINESS COLLEGE,
Evansville, Ind.
"Indiana's Greatest Business SAW"

It..^.x
W W ovu

Wanted
IRON FENCES!

ra
ti unter Wood,Jr

1 Wood 86 Wood
Real Estate
Agents
Office, Hopper Block.

Will nay cash or apply on Concrete 'Work. We have

Cumb Phones, 74 and 14-2
-&-virabauoirs,wro,IL,"'NIL,4rwa.sirs.g.

FOR SALE
1500' feet of curbing and 30,eee
14'1a; first &ass material and
prices reasonable.

Meacham
Contracting Co.,
Incorporated

OR. E. M. CRUTCHFIELD
DENTIST.
(Successor to Dr. R. R. Bourne.)
Office No. 4Y2 South Main St. Cumb
Phone 402.
I10PKINSVILLE, ICENTUCKY.
.A.
Lean the _
Signature
of

111 CI)rt.I

The Kind You Have AlAays Boight

1,44e

1

9
I Oc
I Ic
22 C

8

Bleached Domestic. (Only
U2U 20 yards to a customer.)
a yd. Lonsdale Bleached Domestic. (20
yards only to a customer.)
a yd. Hoosier Unbleached Domestic.
UV, (Only 20 yards to a customer.)
yard, Masonville Bleached Domectic.
(Only 20 yards to a customer.)
a yd. Berkley No. 64) Cambric. (Only
2() yards to a customer.)
onysadra
d toCambric Neor..)
(
aOyndl.y 0
1 quality.
Ise a cust m
a yd. Pepperell 10-4 Bleached Sheet2 i.(10 yds. only to a custwer.
'
a yd. Pepperell 9-4 unbleacheA Sheeteu tomer.)

e1„ a yd. Hope

Domestics,Sheetings
and Cambrics.

Your choice of any our Dress Trimmings
at Half the Original Price.

Dress Trimmings Half Price

In this sale we offer you choice of 35 pieces
Fancy Woolen Dress Goods, 44 to 50 inches
wide. Former priber 76c a yard to 2.00 yard.
For Half Price 37Xc a yard to 1.60 a yard.

Dress Goods at Half Price

85c

I.
.

26 pieces of Colored Wool Dress Goods, this
season's newest weaves and colors, regular
price 1.60 a yard. Sale price,
a yard
Fancy Mehairs, 44 inches wide, regular
price 1.26 a yard. Sale price,
a yard
Striped Novelty Suiting, for Skirts and Coat
Suits, all this season's choice fabrics, regular prices 1.50 to 2.00 a yard,
I.00
Sale price, a yard

70c

0

0

60flc

Black Batiste s, Taffetas and Poplins, our regular 75c & 85c sellers
This sale a yard
Serges and BatisLes 36 in wide, and all wool,
in all wanted shades, regular price 60c
a yard Sale price a yard
Wool Poplins, Shadow stripe and plain Batistes, also Crepeseculas, 40 & 42 in wide,
Blues, Wine, Tan, Grey, Browns and Green
Regalar price 86 cents per yard an„
uot;
Sale price per yard
Wool Serges, Voiles, Panamas and Taffetas,
Plain and Fancy weaves,colors Reds,Greens,
Greys, Browns, Tans and Blues, our
yard sellers
regular $1.00 per
Sale price a yard
Wool Voiles, Taffetas, Moliairs, Serges, Armures, in all colors and Cream regular nc„
0i)U
price $1.26 a yd. Special price a yd
Chiffon Panamas, 60 and 64 inches- wide,
Browns, Red, Green, Tan and Blues 0c
regular price $1.24, Sale price per yd.. OUC
All wanted Shades and Cream Wool Pana00
ma Suiting, 64 in wide, regular price. I.
$1.50 per yd. Sale price a yard
Marquesette Voiles, 46 inches wide, Golden
Oc
Brown, Navy Blue and Tan, regular
price 1.76 yard. Sale price, a yard.... I eLU

98

9

Here's where you get an opportunity for
money saving. that only comes to the people
of Hopkinsville, Christian and adjoining
counties twice a year. The largest, most up
to-date Dress Goods stock in western Kentucky at greatly reduced prices. We invite
inspection whether you wish to buy or not.
Imported Black Embroidered and Silk
Stripe Voiles, 44 in wide regular price ri n
LeLiJ
$3.00 per yd. Sale price per yard
Shadow Stripe and Check and Embroidered
Black Voiles, 44 in wide, our $2.00 seller. Sale price a yard
Black Wool Dress Goods, such as plaid and
Shadow stripe Voiles, Chevron, striped Taffetas, Silk warp Batistes and plain Serges,
and Chiffon Panamas, regular price I.1
$1.50 a yd. Sale price a yard
Black Wool Dress Goods, comprising all this
season's newest fabrics and weaves,regular price $1.26 & $1.35 Sale pPice
Your choice any piece Black wool Dress
Goods, such as Panamas, Voiles, Henriettas,
Serges Armures, De Almas, regular 7n,
I UV:
price $1.00 yd. Sale price a yard

Dress Goods

Railroad Fares Free

I5

25

ird,./Cir Bette

I C jTd,

T

9

8
I

Bi:own
Brown Dress

yard, for "Bates" Nurses Stripe GingI Oc hams, reduced from 15e yard
a yard, for real Mancik.ster solid color
Chambray Ginghams, reduced from 10c.
Ea
,a yard, for large plitin French and
Ut; Zephyr Gingham, 30 inches wide, reduced from 26c yard
a yard, for Linen finish Chambray
Ginghams in all wanted colors. Reduc121‘c a yard
from
ed
• for best gvality Amoskeg Apron Check
• Ginghams. Reduced from 83cyard
yd, for 26 pieces colored Madras ShirtI 62c
3 m g i n a variety of dark colors and
white grounds with colored figures reduced
from 26c yd.
1, yd, for Good quality Light and Dark
2U colored 36 inch Percales reduced from
12%e yard.
yd, for Best quality 36 inch Cambric
I Oc Percales in Light and fork colors reduced from 16c yard.
th,
for "Hydegrade" Galatea cloth,
ust the thing for Wash dresses and
children's "Knickerbockers" reduced from
20e yard.
colored Dress Linens,
20
pitenefAc.
yd for fro
C reduced
• yd, for Best quality 86 inch wide SilkoOU line Draperies in a variety of patterns
and colors reduced from 16c yd.
ss Linen
3rilo.wri
feriounallityc B
c yredduClcoeodd

5
I Oc
T

Table No. 7.

Here's part of your trouble gone.

One Fourth Off.

;2.95 and $3.75

Men's Pants

Aus, it& Con.. %).,1 Vesitis. sizes SRA es se. ro

flhnino nf 42K nriti finstta n"it nf

tic 26 Men's Odd Coats out of
2
.0USuita.
Sizes 33 to 37. Out of
They Must Go. $4.95 Suits sold at 7.60
to 10.00.

100 pairs odds and ends of medium
Hand Tailord Pants
$5.62 and heavy weight Pants. Former
$5.00 $7.50
&&
4t
4.87 prices $2.60, $3.50, $4.50 and $5.00.
4.38 6.60
3.33
Your choice at half price.
6.00
3.76
3
.00
4.60
3.38
2.67
all
wool
4.00
Cass.
or
fine
2.33
Worsted Pants at 3.00
2.00
1.67 3 50 Special Style Pants at ... .2.62
1.33 3.00 Best Staple Pants
.. 2.26
These Price Attractions in the
with 2.60 Cassimere Work Pants.... 1.88
All others in proportion.
Clothing Corner.

men, •Piques,
I*

ests.

A saving snap for mothers.
$7.60 Boys Knee Pants Suit at
Lk
6.60 "
LI
It
It
tt
44
6.00
tl
54
44
tt
64
4.50
4.00
44
3.50
64
3.00
250
Lt
46
I'
410
2.0) 44
FREE a gazilt of Mephisto
each suit $3.0aat.d upward.

Boys' and Children's 2
Piece Suit.

One-ThirdOff Mens Trousers One HalfPrice

Table No.6

Table No.8

On this table you will find 50 suits' odds and ends
eof fall at d spring suits. No two suits of a kind and
mostly smill sizes,33 to 36, reg. price up to 22.50

Table No. 5---Half Pric

Table No. 4---$5.75

A value revelatIon on Men's Clothes. On this table you will
find a good a,4sortment of suit' in single and double breasted, Blacks, Greys and Browns, as good values as ever were
offered at $10 and 7.50. All sizes but not many suits of a color, a good picking.

Table No. 3---$9.75

Don't know just what price you have in mind, but we've
got good suits here formerly sold at $12.50 and $16.50.
They're not Hart Shafner & Marx clothes, but they are well
made. They'll more than give you your money's worth of service. Some blacks in the lot.

Table No. 2---$13.95

Your unrestricted choice of any of these Fine Tailored
Suits, exclusive style, equal to any other. Suits in make,
rtyle and colors, some blacks and blues in the lot; suits
formerly sold at $20, $18.50, $18.00 and $17.00. Some two and three piece suits.

Tabk No. 1---$16•

•••

AkapZE'•*;i".

•yard, for two
U Shepherd Che
75
1.26 a yard

\

I A Irli.

and White
iced from

yard for 36 inch good heavy Black TafT r„
JU feta Silk, our special 1.00 value.
o, yard for extra good yard wide Black
90U
Taffeta Silk, reduced from 1.25
C yard, for best quality yard wide guarIfrom
sliJ antoed Black Taffeta Silk, reduced
1.6Q a yard.

or„ a yard for all colors of 27 inch Suesine
OUU Silk, reduce from 50c yard

3
50c
75

70c

Tug;

T

3

waists, reduced from $1.00 and $1 25 a yd.
c„ A yard, For 18 pieces Dress silk in soluu id colors and Hairline stripes, 18 inch
wide, reduced from 60c a yd
0„ A yard, For Messalaine silks, 19 inches
OU wide, Black, White and colors, reduced from $1.00 a yard.
A yard, For choice of 26 pieces 27 inch
fancy Taffeta and Foulard silks, rings,
dots and stripe effects, all this season's new
colorings, reduced from $1.00 a yard
yard,i
B
iaujesta
thseilb
kess iq
quality
tuhaele
i
vit!
colored
A
nt
(
:1
colors, reduced from $1.00 a yard.
a„ yd, for all colors 27 inch China Silk
a
11,11.; reduced from 50c yd.
yd for "Rajah" Sint 27 inches wide all
pure silk, white, black and colors reduced from 75c yd.
•yd, for "Shah" silk, the new rough
U weave, just the thing for coat suits and
Street Dresses, -27 in. wide, colors Black,
White, Brown, Pink, Grey, Navy and Light
Blue, reduced from 1.00.

A yard, Eight pieces White Ground,
80c
Print warp Pompadour Silk 19 and 21
inch wide, suitable for evening gowns and

A yard, for choice of 50 pieces Fancy
70c
Silks, all this season's new colors,'and
weaves, reduced from $1.00 a yard

Your choice of any of our Hart Schaffner & Marx HandTailored Clothes, 3 piece and 2 piece suits, consisting of
Fancy Lassimere and Worsteds, in stripes and checks.
You'll see Browns, Tans and Grays in this lot. Never sold for less than $22.50, $25 and $27.5 b. Some Blacks and
Blues, single and double breasted, 2 and 3 button long lappel and dip forms, very ultra. All at one price, $16.95

a yard for choice of all muslins, former
price 10c, 12,112 and 15c a yard.
a yard, for all colored Muslin, former
prices 20c paid 25e a yata
1,a yard, for 23 pieces light colored best
2U quality Dress Ginghams, reduced from
12c and 16c a 3 ard.

We have had Silk sales before but this
sale will eclipse anything we've ever attempted in -value giving.

Never it Better Time to Buy Than NOW. A Value Revelation in Men's and
Young Men's and Boy's and Children's Suits.

All Wash Goods go in this sale at
Greatly Reduced Prices.
Nothing reserved

Silks.

Clothing! Clothing!

Tub Fabrics

/

and Misses' Ready-Made Suits, Skirts and Underwear, Lace Curtains, Trunks and Suit Cases. marked down in many
casees BELOW ACTUAL COST. Every article marked in plai.n figures. Mail orders filled promptly and with care
when accompanied with cash, check or money order., NO GOODS CHARGED OR LAID ASIDE DURING
THIS SALE. No telephone orders filled. Remember the date and place July 8th to 22nd, at FRANKEL'S.

eventy-five thousand dollars worth of fine Clothing, Dry Goods,
Dress Goods,Silks, Shoes,Ladies' and Men's Furnishings, Women

Fourteen Days of Determined Reductions!

Beginning July 8th and Closing July 22nd

id Summer Clearance Sale

Fares Refunded Both Ways

---......411111111111111-

Fares Refunded Both Ways

611111111111011111111i

On purchases of $15.00 or over within a radius of 26 miles. On purchases of $25.00 or over within a radius of 50 miles. Get a receipt from
your ticket agent, and we do the rest.

411111.

1911401.

On purchases of-$16.(X),ox oyer within a radius of 26 miles. On purchasee of $25.00 or over within a radius of 50 miles. Get a receipt front
your ticket agent and we do the rest.

Railroad Fares Free

4111111k

011,

46
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A

for 10-4 size Dimity Counterpanes
ti worth 1.50 each.
each, for 3 ply yarn 11-4 size, white,
I.2U Marseilles
ttarn bemire d Counterpane reduccd from 1.60 each.
c each, for heavy 11-4 size Maraeilles
pattern fringed and hemmed Counterpane reduced from 1.76 each.
each, for 11-4 size hemmed or fringed
arsenics Pattern Counterpanes redu
11.4e-

is

,
each, for full size hemmed Marseilles,
98
U Pattern Counterpanes reduced from
1.25iei
n
ad

,
each, medium size, White, Hemmed,
75
U Marseilles Pattern Counterpanes reduced from 1.00 each.

Counterpanes.

sizes

each, for "Belfast" Sheets, torn and
T n,
ut; hemmed,81)(90, reduced from 86c
each, for "Mohawk" Sheets,90x90 size
7n,
OU torn and hemmed, reduced from 1.00
each, for
81x90 Blenched HemTa,
OU stitched Movvawk she-fits from 98c

a,each, good quality unbleached Sheeta,
4
t/U torn and hemmed, size 72x90, reduced
from 60c cacti.

al; x36. reduced from 25c each.

0
,vac)), hemstitched Pillow Slips, size

K„ each, Mohawk Pillow Slips, torn and
Ul.; and hemmed, sizes 45x36, were 20c

Pillow Slips and Sheets
each, good quality hemmed Pillow
IC Slips.
sizes 45x36, worth 15c
Linen finish Pillow Slips, size 42
I EUUa., each,
x38,2, reduced from 20c each.

9C in. wideLinen Sheeting, extra good 7n
value, regular price 1.00 yard, this sale I 0C
Round thread Art Linen, 46 in. wide, an
regular price 75e, yd., sale price a yard *PUC
Extra fine Sheer Linen Cambric, 36 inches
wide, our regular 73e quality, this sale ao,
a yard
Sheer handkerchief Ca in b ri c, 45 inches
wide, regular prico 1.25 a yard, sale nE,„
price a yard....
iJU
Superior finish flue thread Linen Cambric
yard-wide, regular price 1.00 yard, this 7n,
sale a yard
Uti

Handkerchief Cambric and fronting linens,
all pure Flax, 36 inch wide, regular v)C
price 60c a yard, sale price a yard
Sheer Linen Cambric,, 36 inches wide, a
splendid value at regular price 35e, this on,
sale a yard.

W
yarhd
it.e fronting linen, full yard wide, our
35e and 40c retailers, in this sale a o
Lsj
ac

Another one of our stocks that we are
proud of. Will show you the best qualities
and more of them than any other two houses
in the city, and at these prices it will pay you
to lay in a supply to last for months to come.

Linens.

a yd. for Chiffon check White Goods,
25•
u reduced from 35e a yard.
yd. for embroidered Swiss and check
38c awhite
goods, reduced from 60o a yard.

0„ a yd. for Plaid and Check Dimities,
I Ofi reduce(I from 26c a yard.

a yard for 48-inch Persian Lawn, re35•
u duced from 50c a yard.
yd. for better quality 48-inch wide
48c aPersian
Lawns, reduced from 66 and 76c

111Cilt:S

yd. for 50 pieces good quality 32-inch
l„ awide
India Linon, regular price 10 yard.
a yd. for Sheer quality India Linon, 32
9 Inches
wide, reduced from 12)4c yard.
yd. for extra good quality Sheer India
I Oc Linon,
reduced from 15c yard.
a yd. for good quality 50-inch wide
I 8,
L. Persian Lawn reduced from 25c a yard.
• a yd. for 44-inch Persian Lawns and
23u
English Batistes, reduced from 35c yd.
a yd. for fine Sheer Persian Lawns and
27c
Batiste, 48
wide, reduced from
40 cents a yard.

WhiteGoods

•

28
N

Money-Savers

1.98

75c

1.95

1.50

2.00

2.50

2.50

1.50

1.00

2.00

1.00

2.75

2.50

I.00

1.00

19 pair kid Blucher Oxfords, sizes 11% to 2, E; worth 1.50 to 2.00, 1 nn
.0
Clearing Price

LOT NO. 21, MISSES', AT $1.00

64 pair patent and tan kid chick oxfords, meclium soles, worth
1.50 to 2.00, Clearing Price

LOT NO. 20, CHILDREN'S, $1.00

70 pair odds and ends, Blucher Oxfords, in tan and black kid and
patent kid, sizes 5 to 8, worth 1.26 and 1.60, Clearing Price

LOT NO. 19, CHILDREN'S, AT $1.00

49 pair odds and ends slippers and oxfords and Roman sandals, n„
Out;
size 8% to 11%, worth 1.00 to 2.00, Clearing Price

LOT NO. 18, CHILDREN'S, AT 50c

38 pair od is and ends, kid and box calf shoes, sizes 9 to 2, regular prices 1.60 and 2.00, Clearing Price

LOT NO. 17, BOY'S, AT $1.00

60 pair odds and ends Florsheim's shoes and oxfords, in patent-. colt
and patent kid, mostly small sizes and narrow widths, regular 5.00 0 nn
UAW
...
goods, Clearing Price ......................

LOT NO.16, MEN'S, AT $3.00

88 pair vici kid and Blucher Oxfords, Yale toe, Panne' quarters,
6 to 10, C raid D widths; worth 3.50, Claring Price

LOT NO.15, MEN'S, AT $2.75

42 pair John Meier's kid lace cap toe shoes, sizes 6 to 10, 14 and
E, regular price 3.00, Clearing Price

LOT NO. 14, MEN'S, AT $2.50

50 pair vici kid and box calf shoes, in Blucher and lace, some plain wide
toe and some cap toe, all worth 2.60, Fairfield Shoe Co. and Hoyt's,
full run sizes and widths, Clearing Price

LOT NO. 13, MEN'S, AT $2.00

46 pair vici and box calf shoes, cap toe, sizes 6, 6%, 10 and
worth 1.60 and 2.00, Clearing Price

LOT NO. 12, MEN'S, AT $1.00

27 pair odds and ends, Douglas' and John Meir Shoes in patent leather
and viol kid, small sizes and narrow widths and a few pair 10 and
11, worth 3.60, Clearing Price

LOT NO. 11, MEN'S, AT $1.50

widths, worth 2.50, Clearing Price

LOT NO. 10, LADIES, AT $2.00
Lots 60 and 763-Pat. tip Kid Blucher Oxfords, full run ,izos a,nd

Lot 21-72 pair Dongola welt Blucher Oxfords, ribbon ties, sizes
3 to 6 B, 2 to 6 C, 2 to 6 D, 4 to 6% E, worth 3.00, Clearing Price

LOT NO.8, LADIES, AT $2.50

Lt 23-24 pair fine turned Kid Blucher Oxfords, ribbon ties. 2 to
D, and 1 pair 3 E, worth 3.00, Clearing Price.
5, C and 1% and

LOT NO. 7, LADIES, AT $2.50

20 pairs all patent 4 strap French Heel Sliprers, sizes 3%, 4, 4%
6% C, 3%, 4%,6%,7 D,6, 6% E, worth 2.60, Clearance Price

LOT NO. 6, LADIES, AT $1.50

137 pairs odds and ends Kid Oxfords, in welt soles and imitation
turns, worth 2.00 to 3.00, sizes 2%, 3, 3%, 7, 8, mostly narrow widths

LOT NO. 5, LADIES, AT $1.00

patent
The vakue is appreciated at a glance. 104 pair adds and ends fine
sizes
Oxfords,
leathers in Pumps, Sailor Ties, Oxfords aud Button
2 to 6, A, B and C widths, worth 3.00 to 4.00, Clearing Price

LOT NO. 4, LADIES, AT $1.98

A golden opportunity for little feet. 27 pairs fine Kid Oxfords, all
small sizes, 2 to 3%, A, B and C widths, worth 2.00 to 3.60, at

LOT NO. 3-LADIES--.AT 75 CTS

Far unusual price on 36 pair Laird & Schober's fine hand-turned
Oxfords, sizes 2 to 6, B and C widths, worth 3.60 to 6.00, at

LOT NO, 2-Ladies Oxfords-At $1.95

2 to
137 pairs odds and ends Ladies Fine Shoes in blucher and lace, sizes
Kfi
1
fine
Schober's
&
4%, A B and C widths,; in this lot are some Laird
Price
Clearing
4.00,
6.00,
and
60
to
worth
others
worth
2
shoes

LOT NO. 1-LADIES-AT $1.50

The Dependable Kind.

4;

Neckwear

3
5
9
/

each, men's fine India Linen
Handereiriefs, hemstitched, in
plain and colored border.
6 for 25e, Fine linen finished
Handkerchiefs, reg. price 10c.
3 for 26c, men's fine colored,
plain and bordered handkerchiefs, reg. price 16c each.

Men's Hankerchiefs

By all odds the most notable offerings in neckwear
35e for any 60e Tie.
18c for any 26c tie.
15c for any Midget String ties.
for 25c-any wash Four-in10c
hand Ties.

5

0„ All of our Negligee and collar
UU and cuff attached shirts formerly 75c.

$1 50 Neglig,e and pleat bosom 1.26
4t
.96
"
1.26
.85
"
" White "
1.00

Men's Wash Pants.

. $18.76
16.60
15.00
13.76
11.76
9.76
7.66
6.75
6.75

Choice of any Traveling Handbag
Suitcase or Telescope,

One-fourth Off

$25.00 Trunks at
cf.
22.00 "
1.4
41.
20.00
18.50 44
15.00
44
12.50
10.00
41.
8.60 4,
44,
750

Trunks

$1.15 Genuine Kahki pants wth 1.60
00
4,
1.
tk
.76
"
.76 Blue Check with Belt wth 1.o0

3

$1.60 Serge and Cassimere
4,
rr
1.26 "
44
4,
1.00
.76 All Wool and Wosted
14
El
.50

1 26
100
76
60
35
nit For Men's Blue Cottonade
gb Pants former price 50e.

Boy's
Knee Pants

19c
26c
36e
10e
16c

$6.50
Grade Reduced to
4 76
.,
44
,r
5.00
395
tt
44
3.75 & 3.60"
-2.75
44
4.
t4
8.00
225
off on all other Straw Hats.

Panama Hats

25c Black and Fancy Hose
r.
i,
46
36e "
50c Gauze and Lace Hose
6c pr good Black or Tan wth
8c pr F & E Black or Tan

1
Mens Hosiery at Money
Saving Prices

700;
3uu

c„ Men's finest gauze Shirts and
Drawers former price 1.00
c,Poros knit Athletic Shirts or
knee Drawers always sold
t 50c.
c, Men's Pongee coat shirts and
UU knee Drawers reg. price 1.00

Merr's good quality Balbriggan
I n„
OU Shirts or Drawers worth 25c
39c aMen'sgauze
bestShirtsqualityerBalbriggan
Drawers

Men's
Underwear

I
Li
:e
*
d
as'g0
t
l
e
jc
t
s
148
1
1
er Cbfaen
da
einb

WAISTS

•

By all odds, the most
notable values ever offered.
18c for any 25c garment.
22c for any 35e garment.
25c for any 390 garrnellt.
35c for any 45c or 503 gra) men t
46c for any 65c or 69e garment.
69c for any 76c or 85c garment
69c for amp 90c or :;1 vat merit
79c for any 1.00 or 1.60 garments
99e for any 1.50 garments
1.49 for any 2.00 garment.

66

.75

$1.75
1.60
1.26
. . .96

Muslin Underwear

$3.00 Lingerie Waist
41.
2.60
"
44
r.
2.00
r,
.,
1.60
ll
44
125
‘,
.,
1.00

3.75
4.

3.1u

A sweeping clearance of Lace Curtains and Portieres at one-fourth off.
regular prices. Curtain poles free
with all curtains at $3.00 and upwards.

One-Fourth Off

2.4.0

7c Choice of any of our finest
Petticoats,
Silk
Rustling
never sold less than 5.00 and 6.60
A n One lot of fine Silk Petticoats.
colors only Pink,Rose Green,
Hello or Grey, regular price $4.00

Petticoats

Regular price of finest Altman
Voile Skirts, $16 50 to $25.00

One-Third Off

7c Your choice of any of reguI
larly priced $6.50 and $7.50
Panama or Voile skirts, Black, Blue
or Brown.
7c Your choice of any of our
regular priced $8.60, $9.00 or
$10.00 Chiffon Panama or Wiry
Voile Skirt.
7C Your choice of any Voile or
Panama Skirts, regular price
$ 250 to $15.00

At cost of material alone.
Equal only cost of making.

Ready Made Skirts

One lot of Fancy Check and Stripe
Serge and Eolienes Skirts. Weaves
Light Grounds. Regular Values
$5 to $7.50. Choice $3.76.

Your choice of any net Waist
prices 7.50 to 8.50
5.7ckJ former
Your choice of any Net waist,
6.1U
price 6.50 and 5.00.
3.7cU former
Your choice of any Net waist,
price 4 00 and 4.60.
2.7cU former
Your choice of any Net waist,
9.1u
prices 2.76 and 3.75.
1.7cii, former

WAISTS

1-3 off

Lack of space
forbids quoting
each price hut
you will never see euch bargains
again. It will pay you to come.

French Hand-Made and
Embroidered Garments

10 Eton Suits of Panama and Fancy
Woolen, regular price $12.60 to $16.60
Choice for $4.76.

4.75

HALF
PRICE!

95c
1.00
1.25
1.50
2.76
3.75

I ,3u

98c afor
f

U

.2

for better quality 16-button
I.00 Mosquetaire Silk Gloves, in
navy, brown, black, white and tan,
worth 1.50.
C for extra heavy 16-button
length, double tipped Mosquetaire Silk Gloves, in white, black,
tan, golden, brown and copenhagen
blue, worth 1.75 and 2.00 a pair.
etew
do
„- c1asi L
oe
aidiveess
'"
0u ar black,
brown and white, worth 1.26 a pair.
c for two-clasp Ladies' best
quality French Kid Gloves,
"Centemeri's" make, worth 1.76 pair
Full line 12 arid 16 button length
kid and chamois gloves, for street
and eveting wear at reduced prices

c,for 16-button Mercerized Lisle
4
uu Gloves, in brown, white and
black, worth 76c.
b
tp
u ptetdosni klSIGloves,osq etai
78c
In
f
d
ooru
b116;
brown, white and black, worth 1.25.

Gloves

$1.25 Linen Skirts
64
l,
1.60
44
44
2.00
r•
•4
2.60
it
LI.
3.60
LC
4.50& 5.00

Wash Skirts.

Take pick and choice of any of our
Wash Suits of Repp or Linens, in all
colors. White, Pink, Blue, Tan and
Browns. Regular price $4.00 and
$5.00. Your choice $2.95.

2.95

•

HALF
PRICE!

43

•

4

1.65
1.46
1.26
95c
86c
76c
68e
49c
35c

1.85

.$1.96

8

19
21 c "Onyx,"
a

28

,„ a pair-3 for 1.26-Ladies'
u "Onyx" Lace Lisle, Gauze
Lisle and plain Lisle Hose, in black
or tan, reduced from 50c pair.
di
d
Litess'
leg,a
,co
un
zeyx1
,
,
,Isleogoer
alapeeaii
c
Lace
tans or black, reduced from 36c a
pair.
„ a pair, Ladies' Mac° cotton
1; gauze and lace Hose, black,
tan and colors, reduced from 25e.
ac Co
n
riohthted
cn
bila
aaceka or
Yair
Hose, sizes 6 to 9, reduced from 25c
a pair.
a pair- 2 pair 15c-for "Dogon
Good" Misses Hose, sizes 6 to
7%, reduced from 10c.

Hosiery

Less than cost of material.
$3.00 Quality Sale Price
64
"
2.50
"
It
it
l.
2.25
ll
44
64
'2.00.
l4.
44
•4.
1.75
tit
tt
r.
1.60
44
4/
44
1.26 64
lt
4t
1.00
t4
44
46
90
44
64
44
75
64
C4
44
60

Satine and Heatherbloom
Petticoats

Your choice of any Zebra Stripe
or Linen Wash Suits in the house
never sold for less than $6.00. To
ctean 'em out quickly, only $3.96.1

3.95

To make a quick clearance we offer unrestricted choice of any Woman's Tailored Suit or Dress Suit of Rajah
Silk, Panama, Serge or other weave except White Serges, your choice at JUST HALF the original price. This
spring style. $19.26 for Fine Rajah Silk Suits worth $38 60; 17.50 -for fine Panama or Voile satin trimmed Suits
worth 36.00; 16.00 Rajah Silk Coat Suits worth 30 00: 12.60 fine Serge or Shadow stripe Suits, worth 26.00; 10.00
Panama Trimmed Suits, worth 20.00; 9.26 Fine Panama Trimmed Suits, worth 18.50; 8.25 Fine Panama Trimmed
Suits, worth 16.60. 16.00 Suits at 7.60. 12.60 Suits at 6.26. HALF PRICE is the price they are offered you at.

Suits, Skirts, Waists, Petticoats and Muslin Underwear. Never a Better Time to Buy
Than Now. Here's Part of Your Trouble Gone

Ladies Ready-to-Wear Dept., 2nd Floor

10 per et. discount on all dress shirts
not mentioned in this advertisement.

10 per cent discount on Men's work
shirts, overalls, Jean's pants and
other furnishings mot mentioned in
this ad.

10 per cent Discount

Never a better time to buy than
now. One-third off all Men's, young
Men's* or Boy's Soft or Stiff Cass
Hats, except Stetson's, Columbia or
Pocket R. R.
$3.50 Stetson's Fancy Shape 2.33
3.00 Liberty Special Fancy or staple shape, never sold less than 3.00
this sale only 2.00
2.50 Liberty Brand Hats, all colors
and shape 1.67
2.00 Hunter Brand Hats, all colors
and shapes 1.33
1.60 Dragon Brand 1.00
1.00 Crushers in black & colors 75c
25c for Men's White or Cream
Pongee Repp Caps, very stylish,
worth 60c

/

„.
s leery unman atm nriereereseu 1141,1 WEI
-Siz-e-s-83 to 36.s-Sold forto 42 Regular price 2 00, 2.60, 4s1040. Broken tiom. Stilts sold it is I 0,4-tiitai*.
10.00 to 20.00. Your choice for 4.95.
merly at 12.60 to 20.00.
3.00 and 3.60. Choice first $1.69
1
68
SiZ08

Men's
Hats
All at 1-3 Off Furnishings

)
yd for Bost quality Brown Dress Linen
yd.
360
from
reduced
U

LUIL; Linens rectueeo Until Zoo yn.

Clearance of Shoes

I 8c

a yd. Pepperell 8-4 unbleache Sheethag. (10 yards only to a cus per.)

7bC 111(1.YOUYaAtIra vovrit1737at7la."ctawsZi:Z.)""'"‘"IN
eac

tIC 11ler

panes red
ed from

25

dozen.

regular price of

I U

15

c

each, for size 17x36 bleached
I I
hemmed Huck Towels, reduced from 15c each.
each, for size 19x8 heavy
C
u bleached union linen Huck
Towels, reduced from 200 each.
a„ each, for site 17x34 inch
9 bleached union linen Huck
Towels, scalloped overcast edge, re(luced from 25c
„ each, for size 22x42 inch Beall; lopped end bleached union
linen Huck Towels, reduced from
36c each.
a, each, for bleached hemstitchu ep linen Damask Towels, size
19x38 inches, reduced from 38c each.
„ each, 3 for 10e, Turkish Wash
U Rags, worth 6c each.
each. 2 for 15e, good quality
01; fringed bleached Turkish Towels, sizes 37x44 inch, reduced from
10c each.

each, 3 for 10c, small sizes col4c
ored border Huck Towels, reduced from Sc each.

Towels.

0 dozen for extra large heavy
2
.90
dinner Napkins, 24 inc:res
wide, reduced from 4.00 a

3.60 a dozen.

n dozen for 22-inch double-sat2
.5U in Damask Napkins, and ex.
tra good value at

38
50
75
95

Napkins.

9

1

Toweling, worth 63e a
yard.
1„ yard for Linen Crash in checks
2U and fancy borders, buck and
heavy unbleached, worth, regular a
yard, 10 cents.
yard for checked, plaid and
plain linen Crash Toweling, redues(' from 12%c yard.
vard for extra heavy Linen
I I 'Crasla Toweling, reduced from
15c yard.

yard for gool quality bleached
5
cotton and unbleached union
Linen Crash

Crash Toweling

50c

reduced from 60c a yard.
yard for 36-inch White CurI Oc tain Swisses. reduced from 15c
yard for better quality 36-inch
a yard.
Madras
Drapery, cream
01,, yard for colored figured Cur- 4round and colored
figures, wash1 L2U tam n Swiss, reduced from able,
reduced
from
76c
yard.
yard.
16 2-3c a

Idoze
al yard for cheik Linen Crash,
I5
u waists,
24 and k7 in. *ide, suitable for
boys'
reduced from 20c and
I
25 cents yard.
yard for heavy huck and plain
Ireduced
8c Linen
2.20
Toweling, all pure Flax,
from 25c a yard.
•
Curtain Swisses and Draperies.
yard for 36-inch Colored Ma„
I Oc dras Drapery, reduced from 38U yard for Importcd Colored
Madras Drapery, 36 inches
15c yard.
wide,

„ dozen for good quality Linen
U Napkins, small size; reduced
from 50e a dozen.
,„ dozen for Linen Napkins, betu ter quality, reduced frown 75c
a dozen.
„ dozen for good quality, large
"size Union Linen Napkius, reduced from 1.00 dozen.
„ dozen for good size Linen or
U Mercerized Cotton Napkins
reduced from 1.26 a dozen.
c dozen for large size Mercerized Cotton or Linen Napkins, reduced from 1.50 a dozen.
n for 22-inch square,
n
.5U heavy quality, Linen Napkins,.reduced from 2.00 a dozen.
c dozen for 20 inch satin douN8U ble Damask Linen Napkins,
rednced from 2.60 a dozen.
c doz. for extra quality 22-inch
satin Damask Napkins, reduced from 3.00 a dozen.

25c

9

Towels, size 17x34, reDamask, 72 inches wide, reduced duced from 16c each.
from 1.25 a yard.
„ each, heavy bleached Turkish
yard for six pieces extra fine
U Bath Towels, size 22x44 inches
I.I 0 heavy satin finish bleached reduced from
25e.
double Damask, reduced from 1.36
extrais hlarge
and 1.60 a yard.
tlatliilearv
ry
0Wb
eireshiezd
e
24x48 inches, reduced from 35c.

_
35
reduced from 50e a yard.
• yard for 2-yards-wide heavy 25
45
U bleached Mercerized Damask,
reduced from 65e a yard.
„ yard for extra good quality
50
U bleached Mercerized Damask, 25
72 inches wide, reduced from The yd.
55c of
30 r7d0forandei o7i2ce inch
of vheiep
aieehclel
4
Linen Damask, reduced from 75c yd.
bleached3ardfor choice of
pieces
p
75
c
satin
tenfinished Damask, 72 inches wide, reduced from
1.00a yard.
95c extra
yard for
ke echoice yf seven
satin
c
each, extra heavy unbleached
heavy
piesfinish I 0c Bath

45

mask, 68 inches wide, reduced from
50 a yard.
• yard for extra heavy halfU bleached all linen German Damask, 72 inches wide, reduced from
66c a yard.
c yard
jtienforagnolo
acsikq um
a1iftnyeit tesawcihdeed

38c
9
25ct
35c yardoilf
, erd)

• yard for Red Table Damask,
I 91.
,
- 68 inches wide, reduced from
25c a yard.
c yardDfaoirn aA
skl quality
neesTuwr
wide,
reduced from 35e a yard.
tDamask,quality "Bate's''
Turkey
f itl
yardor
reduced
from 60e yard.
„ yard for White Cotton DaU mask, 68 inches wide, reduced
from 25e a yard.
yard e
for better quality 58 inch
Cotton Damask,
duced from 35c a yard.
r rhoide h h e
Laiv
ny
e h Val`--

Priced So Low That the Most Conservative
Buyer Will be Tempted,

Table Linen, Towels

/e. and 1.60)

.4,411 141,
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DR. CHAMPION, NIGHT
RIDER CAPTAIN, IS
DECLARED GUILTY

WEEKLY .1XTUCKY NEW ERA.

Fare
NAMES OF STREETS'$30.00

Excursion

A

Fare
$30.00

T0

COUNCILMAN DAVIS PROPOSES
IMPORTANT ORDINANCE

After Nature Deliberation Jury Brings in a Verdict
And Sentences Alleged Outlaw Chieftain To
One Year In The Penitentiary.

JULY 3
=a:

The Great Texas Panhandle

Srecial Meeting Of Board Was

On Tuesday, July 7th, 1908.

Held Friday Night.—What
Was Done.

BENTON, Ky., June 27.—Dr.
Champion, a well known physician
of Lyon county and an allegedNight
Ridlr captain, was this morning
found guilty of participation in the
raidion Birmingham.
Vie jury sentenced him to serve
one .rTyear at hard labor in the penitentiary.
NUmerous persons testified that
Dr.' Champion was in the raid, in

AWNVMNN7t
t_
iproft:e#YAFA•A•v
forirourowiyovir‘
.

which several negroes were fatally
Champion
wounded or whipped.
attempted to establish an alibi.
The case was argued yesterday,
Charles K. Wheelsr being the chief
attorney for the defendant. Commonwealth's Attorney Lovett closed
the argument.
The case went to the jury, compos
ed of McCracken county citizens, at
4 o'clock and the verdict was returned shortly after Judge Reed
opened court this morning.
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(ORTRIGHT METAL SHINGLES

We will ru an excursion to Hereford, Texas, Tuesday, Ju y 7th, fare $30.00 for
the round trip, no extra charge for sleeping car, taking you all the way without change
of cars to the garden spot of the Southwest, where push and progress is the order of the
(From Saturday's Daily)
At the called session of the city day; where the invigorating ozones instill new 'ife in man, and ‘..'here WELCOME i
council held last night, the tax extended from every side.
everal thousand homeseeke-s and investors are going to
books for this year as prepared by
the Pandaudle each month. Will you be a visitor on July 7th? If you want to better
assessor Leslie Haydon were examyour conditions in a co intry where e. eryone is contented and prosperous, where new
ined, approved and accepted.
Dr. E. S. Stuart, of Fairview, homes are springing up in every
direction, with rapidly growing towns, which offerida
found six $100 bonds in his safety
deposit box at the Bank of Hopkins- good openings for all lines of BUSINESS, where LANDS are ADVANCING atL
vine last Thursday, which he had RAPID RATE and where splendid apportunitles await
you, then join our excurs4
forgotten all about having. The
Write quick, that we may provide s'.e.eping arrangements for you.
bonds were issued by the city in 1870
I have lived in TEXAS nineteen years, selling thousands of acres of land, withand matured in 1890, but for some
reason had never been presented out a dollars' loss
to our clients. So take my advice, GO SEE what,the fertile prairie
for payment and even Dr. Stuart
had forgotten about their existence. lands of Texas ere doing for the man who is willing to work.
They are now eighteen years past
Triain leves Hopkinsville Tuesday, July 7, 10:16 a. m., going via Evansville to
due and their aggregate value, inSt. Louis C. & A. and Sante Fe to Hereford.
cluding the interest which has acDrop me a postal or call on me at Hotel Latham.
cumulated, up to Oct.1,1890 is $1,125

a

Exactly what disposition shall be
of them is a poser,and last night the
,•••••••••
chairman of the finance committee'
-,
J. B. Galbreath and City Attorney I
i
Every summer you read of somebody's barn being ;Walter
Knight were appointed to a
struck by lightning, no insurance—total loss:4 Here is the. look into the matter.
reimedy—Cortright Shingles are not only lightning-proof, 1 Councilman LucianDavis presented I
dit.
add storm-proof, but they are also easy to put on, nevec ;to the city council for consideration
4211,01.1...att-dalL4af..0111,LJidaGALIGdelf.4.11
V
nteds repairs, and last as long as the building. Drop in an ordinance changing the names 1
to the streets in the city, runing east
arid see samples, or send for 56-page book, "Rightly ,and west.
Farmer Loses Box of Frying Size
Roofed Buildings."
Fowls.
His plan is suggested in order to
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
make the house numbers as now :
Incorporated
location
proper
placed indicate the
(From Saturday's Daily)
Fifty-fifth session opens September 1st, 1908. Select home school
land will not make it necessary to
A thief, whose brldness is a paralfor young women and girls. Full complement of tried teachers.
change a number on a house in the lel almost for the one who stole a
Every attention to whatever concerns true womanhood. Thorough; city. The plan in brief is as follows: red hot' stove, got in his work in
ness, Comfort, Culture.
Taking Seventh street as the di- Hopkinsville today.
Write for Catalogue.
viding line between the north and
A country man came to town with
south sides and call this street Cen- a small box containing six frying
tral avenue. Then beginning with size chickens in the back of his
the first street north of Central, ave- spring wagon. On West Seventh *1
nue and call that First street, the street he drove up to the pavement
•
16"Tr711"71
71"'"OrTe"A"Pl'OrWrW"WrP7T'llr'n
next street Second street and so on and left his team for a few minutes
to the northern suburbs of the city. while he went into a store.
Then beginning with the first street
When he returned he got into his
south of Central avenue, call it First wagon without noticing anything
avenue, the next Second avenue, the amiss, but when he reached a boardnext Third avenue and so on to the ing house several squares away
southern boundary.
where he intended selling the chickThe advantages to be derived by ens, lo! and behold, both chickens
1111.1111111M01171KAIW'MXICJEEN"'AIONIKAINIE111111111111111111111.1=
the change are:
and box were missing.
MAT
First—That the taking of the cenThe owner hurried back to Sevtral street as a beginning point enth street and looked about and inmakes the number of a house come quired of everyone in the neighborbetween the streets which his num- hood, but could get no trace of his
ber indicates it should come. For chickens. He reported the matter
Special attention given to Repairing of all kinds.
illustration—J udge Walter Knight to the police and they took up the
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
lives on Campbell street. between search but as yet nothing has been
Twelfth and Thirteenth streets. His learned of either the chickens or the
Shop Down Sairs in Phoenix Building, Ninth St
number is 500, which wonld indicate box.
to a stranger that he lived between
Fourth and Fifth streets. Under the
new arrangement his house number
would not be changed, and yet he
value.
would be made to live between
Fourth and Fifth avenues—just
where his number indicates that he
does.
Second—The business addresses
an; misleading. For illustration—
the Bank of Hopkinsville is probably the most centrally located business house in the city. Its house
number is 1, yet the business address is Main and Seventh street,
which indicates that the institution
is located away out in the city. Under the new arrangement the address
would be Main street and Central
avenue, just where number 1 indicates it is, at the starting point.
The same thing applies to the City
bank, J. T. Wall & Co., and the T.
M. Jones business house.
If your Buddy, Phaeton or Carriage needs repairThe streets north of Central avenue would be east and west, divided
ind and a new coat of paint bring it to us. We duarby Main street, just as at present.
The avenues south of Central aveantee a first-class job in every
nue, would be divided by Main
street, east and west, just as at presSince movind the Modul Wagon Shops we are betent. The only difference would be
using the word east or west after the
to look after all repair work,
ter prepared than
name instead of befx-e it. For instance, West Seventeenth street uphaving put in additional machinery for this purpose.
der the new idea would be Seventeenth avenue, west.
Take Ninth street, one of the most
important thoroughfares in the city,
and yet the business address, Main
and Ninth street or Virginia and
Ninth street would indicate to a
4- stranger that this street was away
out, and yet, as a matter of fact it is
right in -the heart of the city. And
"Reliable Work at Reliable Prices"
under the new ordinance the business addresses would be Main street
$100,000.00
and Second avenue, Virginia street
and Seoond avenue, etc.
Surplus, $35,000.00

C. H. WHITE, Box 250, Hopkinsville, Ky,

ARE LIGHTNING PROOF

STOLE HIS CHICKENS 1
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FOrbes ManTg. Co.,

Bethel Female College,
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Colic,Coe ad )i-eaThea Remedy

JEFF MORRIS,
FINE
SHOES

Almost ‹,very family has need of
a reliable remedy for colic or diarrhea
at some time during the year.

This remelly is recommended by
dealers who have sold it for many
years and know its

It has received t'aousands of testimonials from gratefu' eople.

Fix It Up!

It has be prcribed by physicians with tht most satisfactory results.

it has often saved life before medicine could have been sent for or a
physician summoned.

A Stitch In ,Time Saves Nine!

It only costs a quarter. Can you
afford to risk so much for so little?

411

I

respect.

BUY IT

4:1_,

ever
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Experienced Mechanics Are In Charge

an of Hookinsville
Capital,

4

sm.

With the largest combined Capital and Surplus of any
bank in Christian county, supplied with modern burglar
proof safe and vault, we are prepared to OFFER OUR DEPOSITORS EVERY PROTECTION FOR THEIR MONEY

Ta

3 per Cent. Interest on Time Certificates
of Deposit

.14
.

HENRY C. GANT, President.
J. E. McPHERSON, Cashier.
H. L. MePHERSON, Asst. Cashier

1+F

1-1
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ASK EXTRA SESSION
LEXINGTON ,tiy.,J une 27. —The
Methodist conference at'West Liberty, embracing 15,000 communicants,
Jar adopted resolutions today asking
Willson to call an extra session
4. Gov.
of the legislation to pass the county
4 unit bill..
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1 PRISON TO ASYLUM
CLARKSVILLE

SENDS

LUNATIC

BACK TO THIS CITY

Had Escaped From Western Hospital.
—Assaulted Man and Refused

1

•-•Nrighor

4,1‘)
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To Pay His Fine.

Garth Luton,who has been confined in the county jail about two weeks
was taken to Hopkinsville, Ky., last
night and recommitted to the Western Kentucky Insane asylum. Luton
was arrested by the police for an unprovoked assault upon W.P.Trotter,
and when his case was tried he declined to pay a $5 fine, although he
had money in the bank. He refused
the services of a lawyer and said he
He was
would serve his time out.
tried by a jury for lunacy and committed to the county jail and an effort was made to learn something
about him, The city marshal was
telephoned at Hickman, Ky., where
his parents live, and it was learned
tha the escaped from the asylum
last October, since which time he
has been going through the country.
He was regarded as a dangerous
man and is kept under watch at the
asylum. Last night when Sheriff
Staton went to his cell he showed
fight, but was quickly overpowered
by the turnkey and Mr. Thatcher,
an attache of the asylum.—Clarksvine Leaf Chronicle.

Pleasing Everybody.
The vaudeville bill which is being
presented nightly at Holland's opera
house is the most generous 5 and 10
cents' worth in the entertainment
line ever offered the people of Hopkinsville. The moving pictures are
very fine and the illustrated songs
delightful. Miss Crystal Bell, the
professional artiste who presents
singing and dancing features, is
established as a favorite. She is
pretty and gracious, a nimble dancer, and uses her voice with good effect. Her custumes are 'handsome,
and her specialty is clever and worth
while. Large crowds are attending
the shows'both in the opera house
and in the Star theater underneath.
Both are putting on bills,that please
everybody.
Just Exactly Right.
"I have used Dr. King's New Life
Pills for several years. and find them
just exactly right," says Mr. A. A.
Felton, of Harrisville, N. Y. New
Life Pills relieve without the least
discomfort. Best remedy for constipation, biliousne,s and malaria.
26c. at Cook & Higgins and Cook's
Pnarmacy.

GOOD NEWS

IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Awe
.
V*

ASSIGNMENT OF TEACHERS ANNOUNCED BY SUPERINTENDENT
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Who Will Have Charge of the Various
Grades During The Coming

46
1

;

Session.

tir

4
v6,
The assignment of teachers in the
public schools for the 1908:and 1909
session is announced by Superintendent Barksdale Hamlett as follows:

Vain

ttS,

air

Air\
.•••
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HIGH SCHOOL.
Mr. E. C. McDanald, principal,
science and mathtmatics.
Miss Julia Arnold, Latin and German.
Miss Mary Penn, science and English.
Mrs. V. E. Watson. history.
Miss Ellen Young, English and
literature.
CLAY ST. GRADED SCHOOL
Miss Annie Cox, fifth and sixth

••
••

Summer Millinery
LT

•41`

NLIKE other houses, we do not%permit our millinery stock to bekept up to
come exhausted at this time of year. Assortments are .
.
the point of serving all practical purposes until the end of the sea-

grades.
Miss Emily Braden, fourth grade.
Many
Mrs. Mary D. Callis, third grade.
Heard It and Profited Thereby.
Miss Annie M. Brasher, second
grade.
son. Therefore you may give us your orders with assurance that you will
"Good news travels fast," and the
Mrs. E. W. McKenzie, first grade.
thousand of bad back sufferers in
VIRGINIA SCHOOL.
not be disappointed. LOWEN PRICES PREVAIL.
Hopkinss-ville are glad to learn that
Miss Lottie McDaniel, principal,
prompt relief is within their reach.
Many a lame, weak and aching back first grade.
Miss Ella Shadoin second grade.
is bad no more, thanks to Doan's
Miss Carrie Hopper, third grade.
Kidney Pills. , ;Many people are
$1.23
Miss Elizabeth Knight, fourth
$2.00 French Chip Hats, new, at
telling the good news of their experience with the Old Quaker Re- grade.
$1.50
$3 Children's Broad Brim Milan Straw Sailors
Miss Mary Garnett, fifth grade.
is an example worth
Here
medy.
Heat prostrates the nerves. In reading:
" _Patty Bartley, sixth grade.
HALF PRICE
An Assortment of New Summer Flowers at
the summer one needs a tonic to offLois Adcock, sixth grade.
"
South
on
living
Buck,
H.
nerve
r
R.
weathe
hot
set the customary
" Virginia Tibns,seventh grade.
You will Franklin street, Madisonville, Ky.,.
15c and 20c
Veils
25c and 33c
and strength depression.
75c Baby Caps
grade.
th
.
beeigl,
Walker
Mary
"
an
is
Pills
feel better within 48 hours after
says ,"Doan's Kidney
ginning to take such a remedy as exceedingly good remedy for kiiney
WEST SIDE SCHOOL.
Dr. Shoop's Restorative. Its prompt
was
I
he.
backac
and
Mrs. W. Ray Moss, principal,
action in restoring the weakened complaint
about
you
;
until
course
d
never seriously trouble
nerves is surprising. Of
eighth grade.
Hair Dyes, All Colors, Guaranteed
Hair Goods, All Kinds
won't get entirely strong in a View nine months ago I was taken with
seventh
ord.
B.
Rutherf
Susie
Miss
days, but each day you can actually an attack of backache caused I
grade.
feel the improvement. That tired,
I
.
-lifting
over
from
strain
by
think
quickwill
feeling
ss,
Miss Elizabeth Smithson, sixth
lifeless, spiritle
saw
I
Restora
deal.
the
good
using
a
d
when
annoye
depart
was
ly
grade.
tide. Dr. Shoop's Restorat've will Doan's Kidney Pills advertised,
Mrs. L. M. Clark, fifth grade.
sharpen a failing appetite; it aids and concluding to give them a trial
Hopkinsville's Leading Millinery House
Miss Lula Earle, fourth grade.
digestion; it will strengthen the
very
proved
They
supply.
grade.
a
" Nannie Reeder, third
weakened kidneys and heart by got
simply rebuilding the word-out satisfactory, curing attack in a short
Virgie Nourse, second grade.
44
nerves that these,organs depend up- time. Sometibie later, there were
Lalla Denn:s, first grade.
on. Test it a few days and be con- symptoms of a recurrence, and I apThe next session will open August
vinced. Sold by Anderson-Fowler
again.
Pills
Kidney
Doan's
to
pealed
)
orated.
(Incorp
31st.
Drug Co.
Thistle Law Notice.
Shipping Posts.
They relieved me in a short time,
•
and ;they keep my kidneys in exChas. E. Barker,1 one of; south
It Can't Be Beat.
We have been requested to call
cellent condition."
farmising
enterpr
really
an's
Christi
exis
s
teacher
The best of all
the thistle law which
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 perience. C. M. Harden, of Silver- ers, shipped a car load of locust attention to
for any farmer who Among Several Hopkinsville Churches
penalty
a
,
makes
Buffalo
cents Foster-Milburn Co.,
City, North Carolina, says: "I find fencing posts to Louisville this
and ripen on his
grow
lets thistles
Are Arranged.
New York, sole oFrents for the
that's claimused in fencing the
be
to
Baby Had Swallowed It While Playing United States. Remember the name Electric Bitters does all
week,
g
upon
growin
are
and
If
thistles
farm.
Liver
h,
Stomac
For
it.
ed for
s. Mr. Barker
On Bed.
Doan's—and take no other.
Kidney troubles it can't be beat. I State Fair ground
your farm you had better cut them
The Cumberland, Ninth Street
locust sprouts
6,000
exabout
most
out
put
have tried it and find it a
or you might be called Presbyterian, Methcdist and Disciat
once
down
cellent medicine." Mr. Harden is less than ten years ago, and now he
Cures Chills And Fever.
Section 200, ples churches have decided to hold
Several days ago the baby boy of
right; it's the best of all medicines has as many fine posts, some of before the grand jury.
Texas.
live
be the union services onSunday nights durwho
oches,
shall
Mason,
s—It
Nacogd
Writ,
Rob
ky
and
W.
statute
Mrs.
G.
Kentuc
Mr. and
also for weakness, lame back,
feet long.
feet
20
to
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:being
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and
chills
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daught
"His
too
Best
says:
ons.
conditi
very
a
all run down
duty of'every person or persons, and ing July and August. On Sunday,
tiear the asylum, developed
not for chills and -malaria. Sold under He has perhaps the 'greatest lot of
could
he
years;
three
for
fever
of every coiporation holding lands the 5th, Rev. H. D. Smith will
sore throat, ;which was at first find anything that would help her
gurantee at Cook & Higgins and posts ever grown on a southern in the
which
but
ia
dipther
be
commonwealth, either by preach in the Methodist church,
thought to
till he used Herbine. His wife will Cook's Pharmacy drug stores. 50e.
ke JournPembro
farm.—
ky
Kentuc
canboil
lease or otherwise, on which any Sunday July 12th the service will be
not keep house without it. and
later developed into a severe
al.
For
50c.
it."
for
much
too
Canada thistles, or weed commonly held at the Disciples church, the
which came to a head just under the not say
Breach of Peace.
A. Johnson & Co.
L.
by
Sale
applied
were
es
Poultic
known as Canada thistle, may be sermon to be preached by Rev. G.
child's ear.
nt
treatme
cing
commen
in
Delay
boil,
g, to cut the same so as to H. Means. July 19th, Rev. C. H. H.
to hasten the ripening of the
irregularity that could growin
slight
a
for
Tom Quarles, the colored mali who have been cured quickly by Foley's prevent such weeds or thistles, from Branch will preach at the Cumber
and in removing one of these Mrs.
ce
substan
hard
a
red
shot Daisy Buckner in the knee re- Kidney Remedy may result in a going to seed and the seed of the land church, July 26th, Rev. A. C.
Mason discove
Foley's same from ripening. Any person or Biddle will preach at the Ninth
cently, it being claimed that the serious kidney disease.
protruding from the sore and pulling
worn
the
up
builds
y
Remed
Kidney
ing to cut the thistles Street Presbyterian chnrch.
The
shooting was accidental, was fined
it out it proved to be a feather about
and strengthens these persons neglect
out
tissues
be
will
cin
m
August
for
$2.60
announ
progra
to
had
ing
costs
child
and
amount
The
$25 ;and costs
two inches long.
organs. Commence taking it today. will be fined five dollars
later.
ed
chargcity court on a warrant which
evidently gotten the feather from
for failure to comply with this law..
L. A. Johnson & Co.
ed him with breach of the peace in
the bed and swallowed it. It must
connection with the shooting.
have stuck in its throat and not beFrom the testimony introduced at
ing rdiscovered, worked its way
the trial the shooting was evidently
through. The child is now rapidly
accidental, but it was proven that a
recovering.
44
disturbance had been raised and the
tine was assessed on this ground.
Best The World Affords.
Hopkinsville

Readers

Have

Special for Next Week

S. B. HOOSER & CO.,

UNION SERVICES

FEATHER IN THROAT

4

Wanted!

"It gives me unbounded pleasure
to recommend Bucklen's Arnica
Salve," says J. W. Jenkins, lf
Chapel Hill, N. C. "I am convinced
it's the best salve the world affords.
It cured a felon on my thumb,and it
never fails to heal every sore, burn
or wound to which It is applied. 26c.
Higgins and Cook's Pharat Cook
macy drug stores.

A Large
Well
Improved

Christian
PATJERSON WINS
County
Farm

'
,sok

NASHVILLE, Tenn, June 29.—In
the Democratic primary Saturday
Patterson defeated Carmack by safe
majorities. He will have over 100
votes to spare in the delegate convention, while his popular majority
is over 7,000 in the state. Joseph
Byrne defeated John W. Gaines for
the congressional nomination.
0-44.•••••••••-•-•••-•-

Your Liver
Is out of order. You go to bed in a
bad humor and get up with a bad
taste in your mouth. You want something to stimulate your liver. Just
try Herbine, the liver regulator. A
postive cure for Constipation, Dyspepsia and all liver complaints. Mrs.
F—. Ft.Worth,Texas,writes:
'Have used Herbine in my family
for years. Words can't express what
I think about it. Everybody in my
household are happy and well, and
we owe it to Herbine. For Sale by
L. A. Johnson & Co.

Sears the
Siguature

Ihe Kind You Have Always Bought

Will pay Cash and
Bowling Green income property for it

4

The Remedy That Does.
"Dr. King's New Discovery is the
remedy that does the healing others
promise hut fail to perform," says
Mrs. E. R. Pierson, of Auburn Centre, Pa." It is curing me of throat
and lung troubie of long standing,
that other treatments relieved only
temporarily. New Discovery is doing me so much good that I feel confident its continued use for a reasonable length of time will restore me
to perfect health." This renowned
cough and cold remedy and throat
and lung healer is sold at Cook &
Higging and Cook's Pharmacy drug
stores. 50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle
free.
DENVER DOINGS.
DENVER, Col., June 29. -Theodore A. Bell, of California, was
chosen temporary chairman of the
Democratic National convention by
the committee on arrangements this
afternoon. Urey Woodson, of Kentucky, was decided upon for general
selretary: No choice for permanent
chairman was made. Mr. Bryan
favors Congressman Clayton,of Alabama, and Senator Bailey and Gov.
Folk have also been suggested by
members of the committee.
All The World
Knows that Ballard's Snow Liniment has no superior for Rheumatism. Stiff Joints, Cuts, Sprains,
Lumbago and all pains. Buy it, try
it and you will always use it. Any
body who has used Ballard's Snow
Liniment is a living proof of what it
does. All we ask of you is to get a
trial bottle. Price 25c, 5()c and $1.00.
For Sale by L. A. Johnson & Co.

Box 162,
Bowling Green, Ky.
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Moccasins
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R. Prices are as follows: 1

COMFORT and WEA

4
4
4

1

4
4
4

Children's, 6 to 11 at
Misses, 12 to 2
Women's, 3 to 7
Men's, 6 to 11

75c
$1.00
$1.25
$1.50

Wartield & West Shoe Company.
(Incorporatsd)

THE EXCLUSIVE SHOE STORE
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PERSONAL NO1ES

UNWRITTEN LAW

THREE COMPANIES

(From Monday's Daily)
Mr. F. L. Waller, of Hopkinsville,
is visiting his son, L. A. Waller, of
DEFENSE OF WOMAN SLAYER IN this place.... Miss Dixie Kineberling, IN
of Hopkinsville, is visitieg Miss
BENEATHITT COUNTY.
Sarah Hayes.—Madisonville Hustler.

SECOND

REGIMENT

TO BE

MUSTERED OUT

JULY 3

Cure* Eczema, Itching "Humors, Pimples and Carbuncles—Costs
Nothing to Try.
B. B. B. (Botanic Blood Balm) is
a dert,ain and sure cure for eczema,
itching skin, humors, scabs, scales,
watery blisters, pimples, aching
bones or joints, boils, carbencles,
prickling pain in the skin, old eating
Botanic Blood
sores, ulcers, eic.,
Balm cures the worat and most desperate cases by enriching, purifying
and vitalizing the blond, thereby
giving a healthy blood suppiy to the
Heals every sore and gives
skin.
the rich glow of health to the skin.
Builds up the brosen down body
arid makes the blood red and flourishing.
Especially advised for
chronic, old cases that doctors, patent medicines and hot springs fail to
Druggists $1, with complete
cure.
directions for home cure. To prove
R. H. B. cures, sample sent free and
prepaid by writing Blood Balm Co.,
Atlanta. Ga. Describe trouble and
free medical advise sent in sealed
letter.

Miss Caroline Rudolph and her
visitor, Miss Velma Southall. of
Nancy Merrill Appears in Court With Hopkinsville. are in the city this For Failure to Maintain Standard Of
afternoon.— Clarksville Leaf Chsion tEfficiency Entitling Them to Ex- E.
ele.
Baby
Her Five-Months-Old
istence In State Guards.
Mrs. McClure Kelly, of Texas, is
in Her Arms.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kelly.
- Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Alfred DunFRANKFORT, Ky., June 30 —
lap arrived in the city Saturday
They
bridal
trip.
Three
companies in the Second
extended
JACKSON, KY., June 30.—Hold- after an
present
the
home
for
make
their
will
ing a, five-months-old baby in her with Rev. Dr. and Mrs. John W. regiment, Kentucky State guard,
failing to maintain the standard
arms, Nancy Merrill, a handsome Lewis.
of efficiency entitling them to exyoung woman, was arraigned before
Brasher,
Watterson
Mrs.
Mr.
and
istence as con panies of the state
County Judge Taulbee charged with
of Nashville, Tenn., are visiting the guard, have been ordered mustered
killing Mary Terry. The defendant family of John L. Brasher on South
out of service, and they will be
testified that she killed the Terry Campbell street.
mustered out of service at once.
woman, her defense being the unGeorge R. Newman, of Louisville, Three nest companies.are to tak
written law. The testimony was spent Sunday with his wife and little
sensational. She was held for murd- son who are visitir.g Dr. and Mrs. J. the places of the companies reer, but owing to the difficulty of Car- W.Lewis. Mrs. Newman will leave lieved. Two other companies yet
this week for Bayview, Mich., to to be inspected not in the Second reging for for her baby she was granted spend the summer,
intent, it is believed, although the
- bail in the sum of $5,000.
Miss Atkinson, of Earlington, is a adjudant general will not state
guest of Miss Mary Jones.
where they are located, may be musGet my "Book No.4 For Women."
tered
out for the same cause. The i
It will give weak women many valuMr. and Mrs. Henry Wallace,
able suggestions of relief—and with Misses Mary Wallace, Bessie Wal- companies to be inust.-,red out are lostrictly confidential medical advice lace, Nell Wallace, Addle Green and cated at Danville, Covington and A Big party Will Leave Here on
is entirely free. Simply write Dr. Mary Clark and Messrs. Churchill Lawrenceburg, and the new compa
July 7th.
Wis. The book No. Blakey, Hary Bean, Sam Hardwick
Shoop, Racine
4 tells all about Dr. Shoop's Night spent several days last week at nies in the Second regiment will be
located at Somerset,Saylersville and
Cure and how these, soothing, heal- Cerulean Springs.
Quite a party of Christisn, Trigg
ing, antiseptic suppositories can be
Catlettsburg.-.A new company will
successfully applied to correct these
Miss Kathleen Tilly from Clarks- be mustered in at Columbia. This and Todd counties (citizens will
Write for the book. ville will arrive Tuesday to be the
weaknesses.
make a trip to The Texas Panhandle
The Night Cure is sold by Anderson- guest of Nell Cayce for the ooming will be in the Third regiment.
on July 7th. See excursion notice
Fowler Drug Co.(Incorporated.)
week.
d&w it
in
this issue.
The girl is the mother of th
Dr. and Mrs. C. B. Petrie and
Have you a large well improved children left this morning for a woman just as"the boy is the father
Piles are easily aed quickly checkfarm for sale? Read display add in months' stay with relatives in of the man." The period when the
with Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointed
wit Georgia.
womanly functions begins is one to
this issue.
ment. To prove it. I will mail a small
be carefully watched and consider- t
box as a convincing test. Sim
Sam Frankel left Sunday for New
A Certain Cure For Aching Feet.
ed.
Irregularity
or
derangement
at
tly
address
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis.
York and will sail next Saturday for
surely
would
not send it free un_
rhis
time
may
be
promptly
met
and
Europe. Walter Train um, who will
Allen's Foot-Ease, a powder;cures accompany him, will leave for New cured by the use of Dr. Pierce's less I was certain that Dr. Shoop's
Magic Ointment would stand the
Favorite Prescription. But neglected test. Remember it is made expresss
tired, aching, sweating, swollen feet. York tomorrow.
at this critical period may entail ly and alone for swollen, painful,
Sample sent free, also sample of
Campbell,
of
George
N.
Mrs.
new!
a
Corn-Pad
Sanitary
years of future suffering. "Favorite bleeding or itching piles, either exFoot-Ease
this
Philadelphia,
will
arrive
here
invention. Address, Allen S. Olm-i
Prescription" acts directly upon the ternal or internal. Large jar 50c.
Sold by Anderson-Fowler Dug Co
the
Misses
Camplafternoon
to
visit
stead, LeRoy, N. Y.
womanly organs giving them perfect iti,orpotated.
1 bell, on South Virginia street. Dr. vigor and abundant vitality. It reThe Kentucky Humane Society Campbell will come for a visit the moves the obstructions of health and !
Here is Relief For Women.
middle of J uly.
happiness, and deliver* womanhood
has issued a request that the awners
from the cruel bondage of "female
of horses buy straw hats for their
The function of the kidneys is to
I If you have pains in the back, uriweakness."
faithful beasts to wear during the strain out the impurities of the blood
Well recognized authorities of all nary, bladder or kidney trouble, and
which is constantly passing through
summer, says the Louisville Post. them. Foley's Kidney Remedy schools of medicine have nothing want a certain, pleasant herb cure
It is a humane provision, protecting makes the kidneys healthy. They but; praise for the ingredients of Dr. for woman's ills, try Mother Gray's
will strain out all waste matter from
Australian-Leaf.
It is a safe and
the animals from the sun, and is also the blood. Take Foley's Kidney Pierce's Favorite Prescription. Send
At Drugnever-failing
regulator.
a safeguard against losing a valu- Remedy and it will make you well. to Dr. R. V.Pierce at Buffalo, N.Y., gists or by mail 50 cts. Sample packL. A. Johnson & Co.
for free booklet giving ingredients
able horse by heat prostration.
Address, The Mother
and what medical authorities say age free.
While the Humane Society does not
LeRoy,
N. Y.
Co.,
Gray
Good Investment.
about them. Not a patent-medicine
attempt to designate style, it is sugbut a "Favorite Prescription' of Dr.
Boy's Life Saved.
The Board of Directors of the Pierce—who makes the diseases .of
gested that the Merry Widow is just
My little boy, four years old, had
the thing for the horse. Under the Mogul Wagon company offer to the woman his specialty. It has forty
attack of dysentery. We
a
severe
Investing public a limited number years of cures back of it.
grateful shade of a Merry Wiciew
had two physicians; both of them
of shares of said company. Subgave him up. We then gave him
the horse may amble along on the scription for the stock can be made
The increase in population through Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
hottest day of the season and be at the Bank of Hopkinsville. Plant- out Canada is slow at best —the Do- Diarrhoea remedy which cured him
saved his life.—
perfectly comfortable. The broader ers Bank & Trust Co., or the office minion had only 6,731,315 people in and believe that
William H. Stroltng, Carbon Hill,
1901, or many less than the tote Ala. There is no doubt but this
the brim the more the horse will like of Forbes Mfg. Co.
MOGUL WAGON CO.,
number of those who live in Greater remedy saves the lives of many
it. Hustle out, Mr. Horse Owner,
In
New York and is what is known as children each year. Give it ct
and see that your steeds are in style By M. C. Forbes, Prest.
63t-w3t the "metr.volitan district" com- castor oil according to the plain
printed directions and a cure is cerand protected at the same time.
--bined.
tain. For sale by Anderson-Fowler
A Revelation
Drug Co.,(Incorporated.)
War
AgainstConsumption
it is a revelation to people, the seWheat Thresher Coal9 vere
eases of lung trouble that h -aye
All nations are endeavoring to
FOR SALE—A second-hand 12
been cured by Foley's Honey and check the ravages of consumption, horse power traction engine and hay
9c per bushel.
Tar. It not only stops the cough but the "white plague" that claims so
heals and strengthens the lungs. L. many victims.each years. Foley's press, as goed as new. Apply to
Buckner & West.
M. Ruggles, Reasnor,Iowa, writes: Honey and Tar cures coughs and this office for information. d2t WS
"The doctors said I had consump- colds perfectly and you are in no
Foley's Orino Laxative, the new
ESTRAY —Taken up at our stable tion and I got no better until I took danger of consumption. Do not risk
Foley's
Honey
and
Tar.
It
stopped
your
stimulates. but does not tithealth
by
taking
some
unlaxative,
a black mare. mule about 15 hands
the hemorrhages and pain in my known preparation ,hen Foley's ritate. It is the best laxative. Guarhigh and about 12 years old.
lungs and they are now as sound as Honey and Tar is saf-e and certain anteed or your money back. L. A.
d3twlt
GRAY & GATES.
a bullet.' L. A. Johnson & C.
in results. L. A. Johnson & Co.
Johnson & Co.

DOING TO TEXAS
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EVERY DAY IN THE WEEK.
Shoppers Will Have Their

Railroad Fares Refunded
At Hopkinsville, Ky.
If you spend $15.00 your fare both ways will be refunded up to 25 miles; if you spend
$25.00 your fare will be paid both ways up to 30 miles. Get a receipt for your
ticket, come to Hopkinsville and apply to any of the following members
of the Merchants' Association and they will do the rest.

FORBES MANUFACTURING CO.
(Incorporated)

ANDERSON & FOWLER DRUG CO.
(Incorporated)

PLANTERS HARDWARE CO.
(Incorporated)

J. T. WLL & CO.

F. A. YOST CO.
(Incorporated)

THE WITT COMPAN Y
(Incorporated)

R. C. HARDWICK
COOK & HIGGINS
L. L. ELGIN
W. A. P'POOL & SON
BASSETT & CO.
FRANKELS' BUSY STORE
J. H. ANDERSON & CO

-4001011410,

21
:

&
Knight
PLANS OF T. C. R. rwinfree
Real Estate.
AS STATED

IN

LETTER

FROM

LARGE STOCKHOLDER

Will Be Operated As An Independen
Line and With Success, It
Is Promised.

- The Nashville American says
Very naturally there continues to
be much discussion in business circles with reference to the announcement - made Thursday to the effect
that the Illinois Central and Southern would cease the operation of the
Tennessee Central at the expiration
of the option now held on that property, and that the control of the
road would revert back to the
owners.
Just how successfully the property
in quetstion may be operated as an
independent line, and what effect
the change in the management may
have upon the commercial interests
of Nashville and vicinity remains to
be seen, but full confidence is expressed by prominent officials of the
new management that the business
interests of the city and points along
the line will not be allowed to suffer, ancl that arrangements for the
operation of the road in its improvidition will be made without
elc
aoyi.
e
dd

Here's a big bargain in a farm of
about 230 acres situated on the
southern boundary of Christian
county with about 80 acres o,f fine
timber, good residence, store house,
blacksmith shop, about 5000 feet of
timber, good log wagon, term wagon, dump cart, binder, mower
wheat drill, hay rake, disk and
,.inooth harrow, wheat fan, corn
sheller, cider mill and all small
tools, needed on a farm, also full set
of I lacksmith tools, all gb with the
land at $15 per acre if sold at once.
I he season of the year when people want to buy real estate is at hand
now and we invite those who want
to buy or sell to consult this column.
We have excellent facilities for
conducting the business and will advertise the property put into our
hands free of charge, and will furnish prospective customers convey
ance to look at property without
cost to them, Come to see us if you
want to sell, it costs you nothing if
you fail.
A good farm of 196 acres of land 2
miles from Hopkinsville on a turnpike road.
Farm has two sets improvements
two good tokacco barns, fine stable
50 acres of timber, good stock water.
Will be sold for $5,000.
A fine farm of 200 acres of land
within three miles of Hopkinsville
on a good turnpike. Has a new cottage house of five rooms, tobacco
barn, stable, cabin and all necessary
outhouses. Will sell 140 or 160 acres
if desired. Very desirable property
in good neighborhood.
112 acres of land 3 miles from Hopkinsville, Ky., on the Cox Mill road.
This land is good red clay subsoil,
and lies well and is in good condition, fronts about 4 mile on good
pike, makes a No 1 small farm for
'
any purpose.

Fine farm of 439 acres at Herndon,
George R. Ristine, of Chicago,.has Ky., 370 acres cleared, 115 acres timbeen selected as president of the ber. This farm is fine land wiih
good improvements and well fenced
ew
new compans , an
and in good heart and will be sold at
Nashville Sunday and will assume a bargain as a whole or divided into
eatire charge of the affairs of the several tracts.
let tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a
company Mr. Ristine is a capable
railroad man, with long experience, good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls, porches fine new stable, cost
new
and everyone feels confident that barn' 3 cabins, cow house .700,
and mathe best interests of Nashville and chine shed, poultry house, smoke
vicinity will be served under his house and coal house. Never failing spring and cisterns.
management.
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared with
Friday the following telegram was
good frame house ana good tobacco
received by Mayor Brown and the iba4roon.
board of trade committee:
acres desirable farming land
New Yolk, N. Y., June 26.—Hon. in
Montgomery county, Tenn.,
James S. Brown, Mayor,Committee, heavly timbered, 10 miles from
Nashville, Tenn. On your own be Howell, Ky., price $7.00 per acre. •
Farm of 248%acres 6 miles east of
half and as representative of corn- Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mill
mittee, I acknowledge receipt of road, well improved with house 13i
your telegram and express my ap- stories, 6 rooms, 3 halls, pantry and
preciation of the tender of your 3 porches, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables,
land 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of
office. No differences have arisen .# 3 or 4 acres, 25 acres of timber, farm
between Illinois Central and South- is well matured and land its in good
ern railway on the one hand and part and under good wire fence.
I 900 acres of land in Christian county, 5 miles from I. C. R. R., 350
other, except that Illinois Central! acres in cultivation, 650 acres in
and Southern have notified us they 1 timber, red oak, white oak, hick ory
will not exercise option of purchase ash and poplar. The place is well
watered and productive. Has two
made three years ago, which expires good
residence, 2 stock barns 3 toJuly 1, 1908, and which was made at baccu barns and 5 tenant houses,
a very low price from our stand- and a fine storehouse and a splendid
point. During past two weeks we location for country store. This
goodo ncoal.
ihsausn dbeerelnaido
ed
have negotiated with these two
operated
it formine
systems, offering them right to con- year. Will be sold as a whole or
tinue in pcssession of propei ty on divided.
more favorable basis to them than! Farm of 448 acres 3 miles south of
option price, and on very lowest town on good pike.
basis we can possibly afford, but 1 Farm of 263 acres well improved
east of Pembroke, Ky.
yesterday both railroads declined to , 2 miles
137 acres near Gracey, Ky.
negotiate further. We are organizacres 12 miles from Hopkinsing a strong operating force, and I •
NI
M•11
ci
will take possession of property1 366Ys acres on Palmyra road near
July 1; and under its independent Garrettsburg, Ky.
236 acres good red clay land, well
management Tennessee Central will
u e every effort to serve interests of improved, plenty of good timber and
well watered, 2 miles west of Pemthe citizens of Nashville and of the broke, Ky.
other territory along its lines in a
140 acres 6 miles north on L. & N.
manner most acceptable to therm, R. R.
and we ask your hearty co-opera246 acres good improvements, 7
tion. You can assist us very much miles west of Hopkinsville, Price
to this end and you may be sure $1500.
115 acres 13 miles out on Johnsons
the personal efforts of yourself and
Mill road. Price $750.
committee in this direction will be
43 acres 1 mile from Hopkinsville
greatly appreciated, and I strongly on pike.
believe that we can make Tennessee
102 acres 2 miles from town.
Central under independent managemiles S. W. of Crof107 acres
ment of much more benefit to the ton, Ky., on Trade Water, good irecitizens of Nashville than it has provements,
325 acres 3 miles south of Hopbeen doing the past three years, and
kinsville
on pike.
at same time secure reasonable profit
acres
6 miles north of town.
253
for the owners. Geo. R. Ristine, of
•'
from Fairview,
Chicago, has been selected as presiKfi
a ers
of the finest
hnest tracts of land
5v30 one
dent of Tennessee Central. He will in Kentucky.
be in Nashville Sunday. and willl 211 acres 6 miles south of Hopkinsassume entire charge of the affairs :ville.
of the company. He is a railroad! 428 acres 6 miles,southeast of Hopman of long experience and high kinsville, Ky., well improved.
100 acres 1 mile from Gracey, Ky.
character, and you will find him
180 acres fine land, well improved,
capable and anxious to serve the
from Hopkinsville on pike.
miles
4
best interests of Nashville, which
acres
5 or 6 miles from town on
46
I regard•as being identical with the
Kirkmansville road, good improvebest interests of the owners of the ments. Price $700.
Tennessee Central.
385 acres 6 miles from city on the
H. CLAY PIERCE. Clarksville pike. Price $50 per acre.
About 239 acres on Clarksville
pike 4 miles from Hopkinsville,
well improved, fine land, $65 per
Over Thirty-Five Years.
acre.
In 18/2 there was a great deal of
276 acres fine land on Clarksville
diarrhoea, dysentery and cholera pike, 135 acres in fine timber.
infantum. It was at this time that 8-it acres 3 miles south of HopChamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
about 3 acres in timber.
kinsville,
Diarrhoea Remedy was firt brought ,
miles south of Hopinto use. It proved more successful I 145 a
.cres
than any other remedy or treatment, kinsville, Ky.
and had for thirty-five years main-1
acres on Princeton road, 12
tamed that record. From a small' 125 from
miles
Hopkinsville, Ky., 25
beginning its sale and use has extimber, well improved and
in
acres
tended to every part of the United
land, $30 per
States and to many foreign coun- bottom :mile from acre. 43 acres
1
above tract, 10
about
tries. Nine druggists out of en will
cleared balance in timber.
acres
recommend it when their opinion is
Price $15 per acre.
asked, although they have other i
medicines that pay.them a greater ! Good 3 room house on Oneal Ave.,
profit. It can always be depenaed
repair, with all necessary
upon, even in the most severe and in good
ond cistern. Price
houses,
out
dangerous cases. For sale by Anders a bargain.
son-Fowler Drug Co., (Incorporat- $700. This is
ed.)
WINFREEA KNIGHT.
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Now to Cure
Your Piles

N..1°

ry Widow

If sufferers from piles and rectal diseases would first try a reliable laxative
like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin instead
of using external salves and suppositories, or having an operatic n performed,
they would save themselves a world of
trouble, expense and pain. The mason 11
Is that in nine cases out of ten piles are
COPYRIGHT, 1903, BY HENRY W. SAVAGE
the result of habitual constipation, and
when once the constipation is thoroughly
cured the piles disappear.
MEISMIESIMMIMO
Piles are to constipation what pimples are to bad blood, simply an outwrea her plan of 'alluring Danilo TO In Der heart of lia'ving disinissed forCHAPTER
ward symptom. And just as face lotions
her
feet, darted breathlessly away to ever the one man besides Popoff who
aren't half as good for pimples as a good
welcome
a new group of guests. The had ever made love to her.
blood medicine, so salves and suppositories
The Waltz.
aren't half as good for piles as a reliable laxaprince, left alone, stared after her, open
So interested was Natalie in De Jolttive like Dr. Caldwell's SyrupPepsin.
I•
ANCE with me!" repeated So- mouthed. A clapping of applauding don's parting speech that she did not
A 50 cent or SI bottle will prove these claims.
and every druggist is authorized to guarantee
nia.
Lands aroused him.
hear the ambassador, just outside, deresults. Hundreds of people have written us
faroff
orchestra
The
had
"Bravo, bravo, my dedr prince!" clare excitedly:
that Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is the best Pile
cure they know of, and it is surely worth a trial
struck up a dashing. gay wheezed the ambassador, toddling for"Nish. I'm sure I saw that summer
from you. Not only will it cure the piles but it
air. Impellec.: by the music ward. "What a delightful little dance! house door close behind a lady's skirt!
Nlais:ovian
will permanently correct bowel trouble so that
you will have regular movements. It will tone and her glance af daring. Danilo sprang But is it customary to catch one's part- Let's see who is in there!"
omach and make digestion easy for you.
ner in a jiu jitsu grip like that, or as
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is the best rem- ' forward.
constipation. dyspepsia. biliousness. In an instant the two were whirling it a fashion that has come in since my
and all resultant troubles, such as
arising from disordered stomach, liver or madly amid the ;ntricacies of a wild waltzing days?"
bowels. Its gentle action and pleasant taste I Russian dance such as has for count.
The old bore's feeble jest brought
make it especially suited to children and all who ;
Danilo
quickly back to earth and to a
been
centuries
performed
from
Stweak
to
stand
less
are too
purgative waters, salts i
and griping powders and tablets. A physic is beria's 1C2 plain to Tartar steppes—a sense of everyday surroundings.
not what pile sufferers need, but steady, easy
"Were you looking for me?" he asked,
bowel movements, and these can be obtained by dance of youth, agility, utter abanthe use of this wonderful remedy. It brings don.
none too civilly.
about a permanent home cure at a minimum of
"Only to see if you had succeeded
Yet as they came panting to a halt
expense.
(TO BE CONTINUED)
in finding who the lady is with
yet
last
crashing
note
of
the
music
at
the
Those wishing to try Dr. Cald- face of neither reflected the exhilara- whom De Jolidon is in love. She must
well's Syrup Pepsin before buyfrom any
lateen have a tree sample bottle sent to their home by tion the swift motion and stirring be made to win him away
Was** the company. This offer is to prove that the
measures usually evoked. In fact, Da- Ideas of marrying the widow."
rotate WO do as we claim, sad is only open to those
"To blazes with that and all the rest
yoballigns never taken it. Send for it if you have any nilo's brow wore a very perceptible
waglems of stomach, liver or bowel disease. Gentlest scowl. Sonia. too, was downcast. Had of your silly plans!" shouted Danilo.
wit most effective laxative for children, women and old
"Don't :worry any more about the
folks. A guaranteed, permanent home cure. THE her rash experiment failed?
—of the—
PUBLIC VERDICT: "No Laxative So Good and Sure
widow. ,It's no use, I tell you. She is
didn't
enjoy
"You
that," said she.
U DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This product
' "Noe especially," he confessed. "Did going to marry a Frenchman in spite
Mats Pant guarantee No. 17, Washington, D. 0,
of us all! And," he went on bitterly,
you?"
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
COLLEGE, of,CHICAGO,
111) Caldwell Bldg., Montleello, III.
dance
as
"No. You don't
well as you goaded by the chagrin and abject disappointment
in
Popoff's
face,
"I'm
godid."
Has returned to Hopkinsvilie,
"You've probably grown to prefer ing to dance at her wedding."
for the practice of Veterinary
"Going to marry a Frenchman, is
French partners." ho. replied, piqued
Surgery and Dentistry.
she?"
yelled the distracted ambassaA t the reflection on his dancing.
Office at Layne's Stable
"From all I hear,". she retorted, "you I dor. "Preposterous! I'll find a way
Ninth Street.
hate little right to reproach me or. of stopping it! And it is De Jolidon
she thinks of marrying?"
P—
irr—
or—
sr—rr—
rt
•—irr
irrvr—
71
04
that score. You dance a good deal at
"What's that to me? I don't know
Maxim's, don't you?"
who she's engaged to, and"—
"Now and then," he admitted.
But Popoff waited to hear no more.
"And with what sort of partners, I Catching sight of Nish, he
rushed upon
wonder?" she scoffed, a touch of scorn
that unhappy clerk.
In her sweet voice.
"Find M. de Jolidon!" he command"With polite ones," said Danilo
ed. "Keep -your eye on him all the rest
If you want the best
•
icily.
of the evening. See if he makes love
She winccd ever so little at the reto the widow and report to me. I
proof and went on.
have already told Mme. Popoff to
"I suppose you dance better with
sound him on the subject. Among us
them than with me."
Hams 14c,Shoulders 10e ;Sides,
all we ought to learn something before
"Possibly." he/agreed. "You see, 1,
12,14c. Also carry a full line of /
we're done."
tog, may prefer French partners." _
Groceries and Feed Stuff.,
"You'll learn 'something' if you keep
i
She raised her great dark eyes to
4
on spying," muttered Danilo under his
Cumb Phone 38-2.
4
his, a world of meaning in them.
breath as he moved away. "But I'll
4
"Do you?" she asked, almost hi a
bet: a year's income it'll be something
4
whisper.
The distant orcheAra had been play- that will give you more surprise than
Va. St., between' 4th and 5th.
ing again, this time not a native air, pleasure."
but a dreamy, infinitely sweet VienDusk was falling. Above the myriad
nese waltz. The open-ites of the colored lights that dotted the garden
haunting melody, though softened by the moon was rising. Along one of
distance, were wafted none the less the hedged paths let ding to the summer house a man and a woman were
distinctly to the listening couple..
strolling—Mme.
Natalie Popoff and M. Veterinary Surgeon,
Ws.Mawr-to/
araduate of Ontario Veterinary Col
de Jolidon.
woo seq11110,1444,
-Nre•
lee, Toronto, Canada.
"And so your worthy husband set
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and
you the ta:,11 of finding out whom I
am in love with?" De Jolidon was Leg Lameness and Dentistry. Castration or Stallions; firing by a new
saying.
process. Very special surgical oper
"Yes," the ambassador's young wife ations for tit cure of Spavins and
Again their eyes met. With a mutual answeted. "He is afraid you will Strine.halt. Neurotomy for the:cure
Impulse they drew toward each other. marry the widow."
of lameness in Navienlar diseases.
"'Why shouldn't 1?" queried De Jolt- Office at Gray 45z Gates livery stable.
Then began a dance as different froia
East Ninth street, near L. sic N.Iclethe stiffly conventional ballroom waltz don jokingly. "You told me to."
you?"
she
won't,
will
put.
Telephone 145.
"But—but
you
as moonlight differs from a gasofl:t:
at
me?
you
look
"Why
don't
pleaded.
_ALL
CALLS by ,letter „or telephot,
flare. With more than a hint of tne
promptly
attended to.
What
are
you
looking
at?"
free, marvelously graceful poses of
ENTUCK1
HOPKINSVILLE the
toilet:
on
Jolidon's
eye
had
De
Slavonic dancers, Dauilo and Sonia befan where it lay forgotten on the table.
gan their wondrous waltz.
"The fan you lost and that your
Throwing herself back into tio.
pocketed," he said, handing
husband
strength of his cikcling embrace, the
it
to
her.
girl's outstretched arms swayed like
11111111111111121111‘1111111INIMINCIAIMAtflitZE-2111Elfr wind blown lilies in rhythm with 111'2
"Thank goodness!" Natalie exclaImseizing it; then:
ed,
music, her light step scarcely touching
me a pencil."
"Lend
earth as the prince guided her through
wrote
a sentence on the fan di.
She
the mazes of the dance.
the three words he had
beneath
rectly
It was a strange,-dexterous blend of 1
before at the ball.
night
scribbled
the
east and west, of lissom oriental poshanding it to
sighed,
"There,"
she
turing and of gliding, modern waltz
reminder."
that
as
a
"keep
him;
steps—the very poetry of motion. Nor
He held the fan up to the light and
from the first note until the last strain
read:
of music died away did either dancer's
"l—arn—a—dutiful—wife."
eyes leave the other's.
"Remember
that always," she adLove, eager and eternal, was in the
jured.
•
gaze of each. Eye said openly to eye
"Natalie!" he cried passionately.
"It is true—I am a dutiful wife. If
I have been foolish enough to listen to
your lovemaking, at least I have never
encouraged it. I have always rebuffed
you for conscience's sake. I am a dutiful"-"Why remind me of the hopelessness
of my love?" murmured Do Jolidon.
"You may refuse to reciprocate it, but
you cannot prevent my telling you"—
"But I can. After this evening we
incorporated
must not meet again. My husban?
trusts me. This must be our farewell ++++++++++•+++4++++++++*-04
interview. Don't try to alter my pur.
pose. I have made up my mind. Aft- 4Aaye-mi..vira.....wirp.a...vr."arirxii.re-4
er this evening I shall never"—
V. L. Oates C
C E. C. Gray
"Natalie, you can't mean"—
,i f
"I do. This is the last talk we two
shall ever have together."
C
L__
(`•
Ir
i
"Then," implored De Jolidon, "if it is
•
-e
........••Th
ed.°
'
0, ". ". IL_,....
really to be our farewell interview.
why must we talk here in the garden.
where at any moment others may come
to claim your attention? Grant me a i GraY 86 GateS 1
final half hoar of your society all to
myself. Let the talk be uninterrupted.
Let us sit in the little summer house
over there. See—it is empty.'
3
1
They entered the little inclosed arIt was lighted by a string or
bor
Proprietors
Japanese Ianteres. and two rusti
chairs were at opposite sides of Its 1
round center table. There was a door
at each end of the tiny room—an ide
spot for R tete-a-tete chat new talt t!,.. C LIVERY,FEED and BOARDING c C
moonlight had wooed most 01 Cie
"A lady went tato the summer house with
guests out of doors.
a gentleman."
The light wicker door swung shut behind
the couple. Natalie quite enwhat sullen pride forced back from the
Kentncky
Hopkinsville, joyed
t.,le prospect of listening to her
Hps.
Then a last dreamy chord and the adorer's melodramatic words of farePARKER'S
Horses Bought and Sold.
1
SAM
HAIR BM
music was hushed. Danilo and Sonia well and of posing herocially as a self
East Ninth Street
Cleanses and beautifies Lie hair.
started, amazed, as though from some sacrificing, dutiful wife. Iu half a:i
Promotes a hizurant growth.
Phones, Cumh.146, Home 1107
Neves Palls to Restore Gray
vision of paradise. The widow, fearful hour at most she would rejoin her bus
Hair to Its Youthrt4 Color.
oirshaorskipirsoto.vs.surrmiarys
Cam •o•lp d:•eitee• k halt
band wtth,the 212, teogs conscitinsr.fs.4
lest Lis' Impille.ive wortj.
and SIAS)at

STORI

By ALZETT rAysofir TERHUJVE

For Infants and ChildreR.

o'N.1

r•

ALCOHOL 3 PER CENT.

Vegetable PreparationforAs•
s mila iing the FoodandRegutating the Stomachs andBowelsof

IV.

-

F

Promotes DigestionCheerful-i
ness and Rest.Contains neittr
Opium.Morphine nor Antral.
NOT NARCOTIC.

tion,Sour Stomach.Dtarrhom
Worms,Comulsions.Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.
FacSanile Signature of

NEW

Smith,
Dentists

Dr. R. L. Bradley,

New
Garden Seed 1.

Something
Good

Two Packages
for

•

i

For Over
Thirty Years

ASTORIA

THE CENTAUR COMPANY. NEW VONA CITY.

r."
,,•• WW11117111P1MINIP
—

Louisville & Nashville RONA
Time Card.

Corrected Jan. 13,1908

NORTH,

SOUTH.

No, 62 St, Louis Express. .10:16 am No. 61 St. Louis Express....5:I9 pm
No. 64 St. Louis Fast.
10:05 p in No 63 St. Lonis Fast Mail. .5:37 a in
No. 92 Chicago and New
No.93 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited
6:09 a m
Orleans Limited
11 :6010 to
Hopkineville Accom 3:55 p m Nc. 55 Hopkinsville Accom.7aV.N to
No. 94.
.5:43 p m No. 95
9'37 am
Nos. 62 ad 61 connect at St. Louis for all points west.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis line points as ;far; south a
and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 53 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisvill., Cin
cinnati and all points north and east thereof,, Nos. 63 anp 55 also conned;
for Memphis and way points.
N1- 92 runs through to St Louis and will not carry passengers to points
with of Evansville
No. 93 through sleepers to -24...t1anta and Macon, Also Pullman sleeper
to New One ins. Connect, at Guthrie for points east and west
J. C. HOOE, Agt.

Illinois Central
Railraad

CENTRAL
MISSISSIPPI

Time Card

VALLEY

ROUTE

Effective April 26th, 1908

/LRO

NORTH BOUND.
C- 12 a. in.
No 332 Paducah-Cairo Accom., leave
1 :20 a. in.
206 Evansville and Louisville Express...
;15 p.
26 Chicago-Nashville Limited,
SOUTH BOUND.
. ..6:12 a. m
25, Nashville-Chicago. Limited
206, Evansville Paducah-Louisville Express,arrives ti .25 p. m.
p. m
" 321 Evansville-Nashville Mail,
Nashville-Chicago Limited carries free reclining ceqir cars and buffet
sleeper. All trains run daily. Train 26 and 26 make; 1,,cal stops between
G. R. NEWMAN, Agt.
Nashville and Princeton.

Adwell & Stowe,
Contracting Tinners and Plumbers

The Racket.

Eclipse
Stable.

Use

MINIMINIENaanNealaMOMPaam

C

J. Miller
Clark

4/"-Felh
YORK.

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Hurry Up

D. Yonts,

In

Aperfect Remedy for Consttpt:

McKillip Veterinary

i

I

lifivp(iff Sod41..r.Sar7a
Acheilt Salts
AdoSod 4Appoint'? Lb rationaleSeek#
Ifirm Sett1artier,Sugar.
PikesyrenTioror.
•

DR. G. P. ISBEL,

Feirstein

Bears the
Signature
of

4ea;9e ofOldIla1117.7211171ER

TEST

Country Meat

The Kind You Nam
Always Bought

ROOF PAINTING
KINDS

AND ALL

OF REPAIR

WORK

Fcir High Class Work in These Lines Try
Us and Get Results.
Cumb, Phone 270

Home Phone 1408

.1•1••••••••

Closing Out Sale

i
g
4

Pianos FND Organs.

I

Will sell on eosy terms. We have decided to
drop Pianos, Organs and Sewing Macnines from
our line. Will close out what we have on hand
hand at factory prices.

R. C. HARDWICK.

•
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WEEKLY K.PANTUCKY NEW ERA.
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SATURDAY, JULY 4TH, THE DAY WE CELEBRATE.

Busy Store.

FROM 8 TO 12 M. AND FROM 3:30 TO 8:30 P. M.
Your Money Never Had Such Purchasing Power as Today.

19c pair

19c box

13c pair

d heel
Buys Ladies 25c hose Saturday. Fine silky gauze, splice
No
and toe. White, Tan, Pink, Light Blue, Red and Navy.
phone orders. Saturday special 19c

Tourist Rouchings, worth 25c, colors, White,
Pink and Light Blue, No phone orders

2 for 25c.Misses Lace Hose, colors Pink, Light
Blue, White and Black, worth 15c and 20e

18c pair

Extra, 25c

12c pair

Buys Children's fine Lisle Lace Hose, 25c quality, Saturday only 18c

Ladies fancy Lisle Gauze Polka Dot and Dice
Checks, white or dark, worth 50c

Children's fine White Lisle Lace Hose, white
only, worth 20c pair, Saturday 12c

EXTRA!
$1.25 and 1.50 White and Colored
Linon Skirts, 1 only to a customer

Another Silk Glove Sale That Demonstrates Our Supremacy

EXTRA

waitnht
gtuhrse siellkeg
1e.nP
.5bOuttot0$n2.00
atnhd$116
r
rs: wort
ee
Gnlocrv
d fi
tIpSpielk
or Long
double
quality in Black, White, Tan, Navy, Light Blue, Pink,
Red and Resida Green, No mail or telephone 0/ /0
orders filled, none exchanged, taken back or sent on approval..IP I•1 e.'

$3.75 and $4.50 white, blue or pink
Linon Coat Suit, 1 only to customer,

I

$

85c

Your Choice Half Price

$2.98

5cts, Six For Quarter

58 Cents Each

Ladies Handkerchiefs only six to
customer. Hemstitched with double
handdrawn border, Cambric, 10c
value.

Women's Muslin Gowns. High or
low neck, neatly trimmed, good
quality muslin, full sIze, usually
sold at 75c Saturday 58c

18c

15c

Muslin Corset lovers

Ladies' Linen Colars

Parasols, Ladies, Misses and CFildren's. In white and colored linen
and silk fancy and stripe. Saturday

25c Quality white and colored Embreideried on white Pure Linen and
good to laundry. Only 15c two for 25c

1-2

5c

58c

8 Cents Pair

4c Pair, 3 For 10c

Children's Gowns

Childrens' Drawers

$1.50 and $2.00 J. B. Corsets, always sold for $1.50 and $2.00

Ladies Bleach Richellien Ribbed
Short Drawers with trimmings wth
25c only Sc pair 2 for 15c.

Ladies Bleached Summer Vests,
crochett neck and armholes wth. Sc
Only 3 to customer, 10c

Men's Underwear!

Men's Elastic Seam Drawers,
worth 50 cents; imitation Scrivins'
patent Two pair 75c,

EXTRA!

EXTRA!

EXTRA!

Saturday Night, 7:30-9:30!
Men's white pleated
Bosom Shirts, sizes 14
to 17; reg. $1 value,

Saturday Night, 7:30-9: 30!
Men's fancy colored
pleated bosom Shirts,
Regular 1.00 and 1.25,

Saturday Night, 7:30-9:30!
Choice of our regular
25c Men's Hose,
Blacks, tans and fancy, only

Fine Cambric Muslin Corset Covers, hemstitched, tucked and lace
trimmed, worth 25c Saturday 18c

Corsets 98 Cents

Men's "Sear Silk" Underwear,
worth 2.50 suit; looks like silk and
wears like silk. Colors, pink, blue
and yellow. Two suits only to a
customer. Per suit only

38c Pair
Men's Pongee Athletic Shirts and
Drawers; r ular price 2.00 suit.
Special a suits

Ages 2, 3 and 4 years at 25c
Ages 6, 6 and 7 years at 35c
Ages 10, 11 and 12 years'39c

Ages 1, 2 and 3 years at 10c
Ages 4, 5 and 6 years at 15c

c
19
c
85
c
85
9
.4
$1
$1.98
!
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Numerous
Frazier, of the association, and Ofiron which had been . hidden in a
ficial Graders J. T. Myles and J. 0.
ABOUT THE WEED
boundle of wheat was unwittingly II
by
ed
Bell were here last week going over
fed into the machine operat
There was less trading on the the types now on sale and regrading
Bud Dukes and the interier of the
machine was so badly damaged that local tobacco market the past week those which were prized while too
a delay of half a day was caused. than has been noted since the season high in order, and which had adetericonYesterday threshing was resumed got under good headway, the buyers orated somewhat in value as
THRESHING MACHINE BY IRON and another piece of iron was found either not having 'orders to fill or sequence.
in a bundle of wheat, this time fo - lacking the inclination to examine
IN WHEAT.
Business was also dull with the
tunately before the grain had been the types during the extremely hot
made,
a
was
were
sales
This
weather. What
Society of Equity watehouse, sales
fed into the machine.
to
up
fully
prices
t
brough
,
and receipts both being very light.
long and heavy piece ot iron and though
standard, thus denoting that
to
as
the
so
straw
and
in
Town
ed
of
wrapp
North
e
been
Outrag
had
r
Anothe
Indications though are that this
It was so large that its the dullness was not due to prices.
conceal it.
week will be muco better with both
No Ciuse For It Is
weight gave away its presence.
The sales by the Planters Protec- organizations.
Both Mr. Dukes and Ittr. lisionson
Known.
.
say they do not know of an enemy tive
association amounted to 49
Reports from the growing crop are
they have in the world,: or any ex- hogtheads. The decrease in activity
cuse any one could have for attemptthe anything but flattering, the farmers
While threshing wheat on the ing to thus injure them. Both are this week was not unwelcome to
salestnan and his assistant., as it.
farm of William Harrison near loyal members of the tobacco assothey
CONDITION
that
office in
is understood
Bluff Springs, Monday, a piece of ciation. It ue threshing the wheat. gave them time to get their
—OF THE
will contin
better shape. Receipts . up to date
-l
-Annua
Semi
sed
Conden
amount to 6,336 hogsheads.
CONDENSED STATEMENT
Statement
of the condition of the
Assistant General Manager W. E.
At f-ropkinsville,

ATTEMPTED TO RUIN

to- .

L

claiming that wally causes are contributing to a, poor crop this year,
and that the acreage will be materially lessoned.

GREEN APPOINTE

FRANKFORT, Ky., July fr Elijah Green, assistant adjutant
l, wos today appointed state
genera
The report of Auditor John D.
tion agent, with headquarters
emigra
Scales, of the Planters' Protecive
in New York.
association, for the week ending
June 22, shows an increase in sales The Experience of a Poultry Dealer.
for that week on the ten markets of
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